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Cross Country Soaring

We've begun our 17th year of publishing RCSD. And, the new year kicks off with another new soaring column entitled "Cross Country Soaring" written by Scott Gradwell of Medford, Oregon. This month, Scott will introduce himself, explaining how he got hooked on Cross Country soaring. Welcome on board, Scott!

**Hobie Hawk**

Last month, Dave Acker, up in Washington state, needed some help from a Hobie Hawk. Buddy Roos from Woodstock, Georgia dropped us an e-mail for Dave, and we hope that Hobie is up flying by now! Thanks, Buddy!

**Flying Weather? That's Cold!!**

We received the following e-mail from Brian Olson in Canada. We thought you'd enjoy hearing what kind of weather they're flying in:

"We have been having great weather up here in Calgary this winter, with very little if any snow and a lot of relatively good soaring days. Our first really cold weather didn't arrive until New Year's day but it didn't deter several of us from flying. We flew from downtown Calgary and saw a lot of activity. The temperatures were around -10°C with some fog and low cloud. We flew for about 2 hours. The weather was very pleasant.

"It's been a great winter so far. We've had some beautiful days for soaring. The winds have been quite strong, with gusts reaching over 50 kts. However, it hasn't stopped us from getting out there and enjoying the beautiful weather.

"We've been seeing a lot of other gliders and sailplanes flying in the area. It's been a great season so far. We can't wait to see what the rest of the winter will bring."

Thanks for the note. We appreciate the feedback, as well! And, all the best to you & yours as we enter the "next 1000 years of RC soaring"! Ed.

A building Question

We received the following question from E.O. Wiley in Kansas:

"I have a building question. I built a Kestrel 2M two years ago. For a relative beginner (LSF Level 1), it represented a step up and I have had fun with it, except for the fact that I break the fuse a lot due to what is probably aggressive landings. It now has carbon tow reinforcements and beefed up wing mounts (the NSP-style wing bolt system). My wife bought me a 100' version of the Kestrel, and I will put it all together this winter between F1B (Wakefield) building. Do you have any advice as to how to keep the fuse from breaking? From my free flight building, I have lots of light Kevlar cloth and a limited amount of carbon cloth. I was thinking of plastering some Kevlar.

Response from Jer:

I haven't seen a Kestrel kit, but would think the following suggestions would apply to most models:

Do the plans show a double layer of wood in the nose? If so, is the inside doubler made of balsa wood or lite ply? If it is balsa wood or lite ply, I recommend replacing the doubler with 1/16 or 3/32 inch plywood. Make sure that the plywood doubler runs from the nose to the trailing edge of the wing. For a little extra, laminate your lite Kevlar in between the fuselage side and the doubler.

There are probably some formers in the nose, at the leading edge of the wing, and at the trailing edge of the wing. If they are balsa wood or lite ply, I suggest replacing them with 3/32 or 1/8 inch plywood. Is the bottom of the fuselage flat and sheeted with balsa wood or lite ply? If so, I suggest replacing it with 1/16 inch plywood.

I wouldn't worry about the extra weight of the plywood. It's not going to add that much. Any extra weight will all be in the nose, which means less lead. Hope my suggestions help.

Apogee Question

Emerson Ford has an interest in Apogee, and dropped us the following e-mail:

"Recently I obtained a 200-hand ship and have enjoyed messing with it. I'm new to the hobby, and I'm looking for some advice on how to improve my performance. Any help would be greatly appreciated."

You're Lookin' at the First "Radio Controlled Boomerang" in the World An' for a Very Small Pittance It Can Be Yours to Keep An' Have Forever! Trust Me on This... It Really Works!
CROSS COUNTRY SOARING

by Scott Gradwell
Medford, Oregon
rcpilot@cdsnet.net

Welcome current and future Cross-Country enthusiasts. I was asked to write this column to spark interest in R/C Cross-Country soaring and so we would have a place to share ideas with each other about Cross-Country soaring. I don’t claim to be an expert, but I do claim to be enthusiastic and willing to learn and share what I learn with others about Cross-Country soaring.

To help you understand a little bit about me, I will tell you about my history with aviation. I have been involved with aviation since my first memories. About the time I was born, my father started construction on a Cherokee II homebuilt sailplane, and had been interested in modeling before that. I built Comet and Gaillow kits when I was in grade school, and eventually wound up graduating to a Mark’s Models Wanderer. This sailplane taught us how to fly until it lost a battle with an asphalt taxiway. I don’t think we ever caught a thermal, just a lot of fetching the high start followed by sled rides back down. My second sailplane was an Artorix Super Questor. This was about the time my father started flying his Cherokee II in Siskiyou County. We did catch thermals with that one, but it wasn’t skill; we would just tumble into one and were amazed when it went up. I really didn’t do much more with R/C soaring until I became involved with a local club, the Southern Oregon Soaring Society.

My first contest I showed up with a Pussycat and got whipped pretty well, but I knew I liked it and wanted to learn more so I could get better at it. While I was building better gliders and trying to become a better pilot, I learned about R/C Cross-Country soaring. This really interested me and my father because we were also full size sailplane pilots and felt this emulated full size soaring a lot better than the thermal duration contests. So he went out and bought a SB/SC by RnR and formed the first Montague Cross Country Challenge so we would have a competition to fly it in. We formed our team and were pretty excited when the entries started rolling in. The first day of the competition was our first day to ever jump in the back of the truck and chase a sailplane around a course. Our team had a blast — part of that I am sure was because we went 20 miles, won the day, beat some pretty good pilots, and then ate a fantastic barbecue meal. But we also found out there was a lot to learn about doing Cross-Country soaring. This is what I hope this column can be: I hope people will e-mail me with tips so I can pass those along, and questions so I can go out and find answers to those.

Next month, I will try and describe some of the basics of Cross-Country soaring and some of the requirements for giving it a try.

SAME BOUNCABILITY! 30% LIGHTER!
9lb/cu.ft EPP FOAM
IS NOW AVAILABLE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!

2" X 12" X 36" $ 8.00 2" X 24" X 36" $17.50
2" X 12" X 48" $12.00 2" X 36" X 48" $35.00

4" thick panels are available. Prices on request.
To order or get more info, call 450-424-6569
or email us at mark.gervais@sympatico.ca
MARK GERVAS 1365 ST RONAN ST, S. SASKATOON, CANADA T1J 1R5
Getting Hooked in RC Soaring

In November, the RCSD team prepared the guide “Getting Started in RC Soaring”, which we discussed in-depth last month. This month, I’d like to take that notion one step further, and share one possible approach for welcoming others into our wonderful world of RC soaring.

Let’s say you are out flying one weekend. A car that you do not recognize pulls up, a spectator gets out, and walks over to the pit area, eyeing all the different models. Likely, he’s feeling out of place, but obviously interested in the goings-on, he walks back to his car, watching from a distance. After awhile, he strolls back over to the pit area, trying to get a closer look at the models. Before long, your eyes meet, and you wave him over.

Returning your smile, he quickly takes you up on your offer, and asks the kinds of questions one would expect from someone not familiar with the hobby. After answering the basic questions, you give him a copy of the handbook “Get into RCS”.

When it’s time for the show to fly, you invite the spectator to join you at the flight line, explaining what you’re doing. After a few minutes of flying, watching his look of awe and wonder out of the corner of your eye, you casually ask if he’d like to take the controls. Nervously accepting your offer, the spectator exchanges hands.

There’s a turn to the right, a turn to the left, and then he quietly says, “I’ve gotta have one of these...” He’s just been bitten by the RC bug.

Where do you go from there?

Let’s take the scenario a step further, yet. You invite him to attend your local club meeting. He agrees and shows up all smiles not knowing what to expect. You just happen to have a copy of Model Aviation handy, the club rules and regulations, and you carefully explain the importance of insurance, etc.

The spectator really appears to be interested in learning more. So, after the meeting, you offer to meet him at a local hobby shop, and help him do some comparative shopping for a radio, kit, and miscellaneous building supplies. You explain that the hobby shop likely will not carry everything he needs to get started and that some things would need to be ordered via mail.

After shopping and perhaps over a cup of coffee or a coke at the local fast food place next to the hobby shop, you discuss his purchases and the things that are still needed to get started. And, you offer to walk him through building his first model, giving him your telephone number just in case.

Everything’s in hand!

Later in the month, the telephone rings, and it’s the beginner, excited about the boxes that have arrived. He’s read the manuals with the radio and the kit, and isn’t sure what to start on first. The easiest thing to do at this point is, “Come on over to my shop, and we’ll discuss what needs to be done.”

The beginner arrives, his questions are answered, but he’s not ready to leave just yet. He’s seen your workshop and wants to know what all the power tools are used for. From his expression, he’s obviously wondering if he’s made a mistake and this hobby is gonna cost him more than he thought...

Assuring him that all those tools aren’t necessary, after awhile he hurries home to start building his first model.

Basic Tools for Modeling

As most of you know, all one really needs to build a first model are a few basic hand tools and accessories such as shown in the photos; T-pins and sandpaper (not shown) are also handy to have around.

And the Beginner?

Over the years, I have indeed invited spectators and beginners over to my workshop or garage shop, helping them with kits or scratch built models. That’s also when I find out what they don’t know about the hobby, and where I can help out. If any of you have had similar experiences, or want to share your approach to helping others learn about our wonderful hobby, we’d like to hear from you.
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Swept Wings and Effective Dihedral - Part 1

One facet of tailless aircraft performance has always intrigued us—the ability of swept wing tailless sailplanes to travel at high speed without exhibiting Dutch roll, yet demonstrate excellent spiral stability while thermalling. This differs from what is seen in high performance conventional tailed sailplanes.

The designer of a conventional cross-tailed competition E3B machine must very carefully balance wing dihedral and vertical stabilizer surface area. There is a tendency to Dutch roll at high speed, and opposite aileron must be applied during thermal turns to prevent a spiral dive, even when the aircraft is optimized.

Since both vertical stabilizer area and geometric wing dihedral are held constant during flight, what is it about swept wings which allows them to “violate the rules”?

To begin, we need to go over the fundamentals, and so Parts 1 and 2 of this four part series will be devoted to explaining effective dihedral itself—how it is derived and how it influences aircraft stability.

Pitch, Yaw, and Roll

Diagrams of aircraft in which the three rotational axes are noted can be found in most aerodynamics textbooks. Our rendition is included here as Figure 1. In simple terms, the nose of the aircraft can move up and down through an axis which parallels the wing span (pitch, Y axis), and it can move right and left through a vertical axis which passes down through the fuselage in the region of the wing (yaw, Z axis). The aircraft can be also be made to rotate around an axis which roughly goes through the nose and tail cone (roll, X axis).

Elevator deflection changes the camber of the horizontal tail (stabilizer and elevator), increasing lift in the direction opposite to elevator deflection. By moving the elevator up or down, the aircraft tail may be lowered or raised, thus raising or lowering the nose. This is a change in pitch (Y axis). The size of the elevator and the distance between the center of gravity (CG) and the elevator determine elevator power. The larger the elevator surface area and the larger the distance between the CG and the elevator, the more elevator power.

If the elevator is deflected upward, the aircraft tail is pushed downward and the nose is thus raised. It must be clearly understood that the elevator controls the wing angle of attack, that is the angle of the wing to the freestream airflow. A larger upward deflection of the elevator will place the wing at a higher angle of attack. However, when elevator deflection is neutralized, the wing will return to its “normal” angle of attack. This is because the horizontal tail acts as a longitudinal stabilizer.

The rudder, when deflected, pushes the tail either right or left. Rudder deflection changes the camber of the vertical tail, increasing lift in the direction opposite to rudder deflection. When the rudder is deflected to the right, for example, the tail swings to the left and the nose swings to the right, inducing yaw, a rotation around the Z axis.

Larger deflections of the rudder will result in greater yaw angles, but the aircraft will return to zero degrees yaw when the rudder is neutralized. The vertical tail thus acts as a directional stabilizer.

Aileron deflection changes the camber of the wing in the region of the aileron. Upward deflection reduces lift, and further deflection may cause negative lift. As one aileron deflects upward, the opposite aileron deflects downward. Downward deflection increases wing lift in the region of the aileron. These changes in lift promote the lifting of the wing for which the aileron is deflected upward. The coordinated actions induce roll, a rotation around the X axis.

While increased elevator deflection increases the angle of pitch and hence the wing angle of attack, and increased rudder deflection increases the angle of yaw, increased aileron deflection increases the rate of roll. Holding a specific wing angle of attack or aircraft angle of yaw is accomplished by steady continuous deflection of the relevant control surface, elevator or rudder. Holding a specific angle of bank, however, dictates neutralizing the ailerons. There is no restoring moment when aileron...
Figure 2. First, and most important, roll causes a sideslip. When there is no pitch input to change the angle of attack of the wing, and the airplane is rolled to a specific angle of bank, the vertical lift component is less than the mass of the aircraft. A sideward component is at the same time acting in the direction of the eventual turn. See Figure 3. The aircraft drops and its velocity increases so the vertical lift component will equal the mass. The aircraft accelerates into a circular path because of the sideward lift component. See Figure 4.

When this process is initiated — the aircraft is banked but the lift is too small, through lack of airspeed or lack of $C_L$ — a component of the mass acts along the wingspan and the aircraft sideslips. It is important to recognize that no component of lift acts along the span, so the lift does not cause the sideslip. Once the turn is established, the lift and centrifugal effects balance the mass, but initially it is the unbalanced mass which causes the sideslip.

As an example, if the aircraft rolls to the left, the aircraft will sideslip to the left. This is equivalent to yawing the aircraft to the right, as the air is coming toward the left side of the aircraft. Such a sideslip to the left may thus be caused by either an initial roll to the left, or by moving the rudder to the right. If the wing has some dihedral (wing tips higher than wing roots), the sideslip creates a situation in which the lower wing, which is moving into the sideslip, meets the
oncoming air at a greater angle of attack than the higher wing. This generates a restoring force. It should also be noted that the lower wing, because it is operating at a greater angle of attack, is generating more drag than the higher wing. This creates a yaw to the right, thus reducing the sideslip. The result of all of these effects is to both reduce the sideslip and restore the wings to level.

An aircraft is said to have static lateral stability if the right wing rolls upward when there is a sideslip to the right. Because dihedral causes this response to a sideslip, lateral stability is sometimes referred to as “dihedral effect.”

Another contributor to lateral stability is the position of the wing on the fuselage. If the wing is mounted on the top of the fuselage, any sideslip will change the flow of the air over the fuselage in such a way that the low wing, which is moving into the sideslip, will be operating at a higher effective angle of attack. The raised wing, on the other hand, will be operating at a lower effective angle of attack. When the wing is located on the top of the fuselage, the wing acts as if it has some positive geometric dihedral. This is because of the airflow over the top of the fuselage. See Figure 5.

If, on the other hand, the wing is mounted on the bottom of the fuselage, the wing moving into the sideslip operates at a slightly lower effective angle of attack, while the raised wing operates at a slightly higher effective angle of attack. This is due to the airflow over the bottom of the fuselage and accounts for the observation that high wing monoplanes have very little dihedral, some times none at all, while low wing monoplanes have obviously steep dihedral angles.

As the aircraft rolls to the right, the angle of attack of the left wing is immediately reduced because of the airflow coming from above. The right wing, on the other hand, operates at a higher angle of attack because the airflow is now coming from the bottom. There is an accompanying differential drag effect as well. These effects take place only while the aircraft is actually rolling, however, and hence have a damping rather than a corrective action. That is, if the wings are held at a constant bank angle there is no vertical velocity on the wings, and no damping forces are generated. It should also be noted that if the angle of attack is such that the wing is near stall, the downgoing wing may in fact stall, thus reducing lift precipitously and allowing the already lowered wing to fall.

A swept wing, without fuselage or tail, tends toward lateral stability. This is because the air more directly meets the wing which is moving into the sideslip, creating more lift and, as stated previously for conventional aircraft wings, more drag. Both of these actions result in restoring moments. See Figure 6.

A small restoring force in roll is also generated by the vertical tail if it protrudes from the upper part of the fuselage. See Figure 3.

In Part 2 we’ll cover yaw-roll coupling and adverse yaw, directional stability, spiral instability, and Dutch roll, and the effects of taper on effective dihedral. OK, there’s one formulae, but we’ll give you all of the relevant information in graphic form, so don’t worry. See you next month!

Suggestions for future topics may be sent to us at either P.O. Box 975, Olalla, WA 98359-0975, or <bsquared@halcyon.com>.

---

**STREAMLINES**

**SPECIALTY BOOKS FOR AIRCRAFT MODELLERS**

- tailless and flying wing design
- design of aircraft structures
- polar diagrams explained
- sailplane aerodynamics
- fundamentals of RC soaring

For a complete catalog of available titles, write to P.O. Box 976, Olalla WA 98359 USA or visit our website <http://www.halcyon.com/bsquared/> E-mail <bsquared@halcyon.com>
since it will give me a lot of working space (thickness) to develop the split flap/dive break system, as well as improving wing strength with a thicker root section.

So far to date, all requests for plans have been for 1/6 scale most likely due to portability. As for myself, I'll opt for 1/5 scale. The development of the plans is nearly complete and began when B Squared provided me with 3 views and sections in a graphic format, forwarding them to me, via e-mail, and our kind editor,

PENSACOLA 2000 !!!!
Scale / Airtow Extravaganza !

February 11th, 12th & 13th, 2000, Pensacola Beach, Florida
Banquet Date: February 15th, 19th & 20th, 2000

The Fest For The Best !
ASHER CARMICHAEL (934) 296-6314 (after 7PM CST)
RUSTY ROOD (850) 432-3743 - fishon@aol.com

Be sure to confirm weather and event status on the Wednesday or Thursday before scheduled dates.

H101 SALTO SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wing Span</td>
<td>90&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Area</td>
<td>540 sq in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flying Weight</td>
<td>Approximately 64 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airfoil</td>
<td>Modified E-302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Ailerons, V-Tail Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit Price</td>
<td>$399.95 + $25.00 S&amp;H USA (Texas sales tax: 7.25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KIT FEATURES:
- Epoxy Kevlar reinforced fuselage with wing rod tubes installed.
- Obiachi covered wings with ailerons cut and faced.
- Obiachi covered stabilizer with elevators cut and faced.
- Complete hardware package & construction manual.
- Easy construction - kit is designed to be completed in a matter of days, as opposed to weeks.
LAIMA: THE FIRST ATLANTIC CROSSING BY UNMANNED AIRCRAFT

Part II

By Tad McGeer © copyright 2000
The Insitu Group
401 Bingen Point Way
Bingen, Washington USA 98605
insitu@insitugroup.com
25 February 1999

(Thanks to Air & Space Magazine and Tad McGeer for sharing this wonderful story. And, thanks also to Robin Lamman who coordinated its appearance in RCSD.)

The adventure begins

The official letter of approval from the CAA arrived on Monday 10 August. Our gear left for Newfoundland that afternoon, and the landing party - Bill Vaglenti from Insitu, and Steve Huffman and Greg Lipski from UW - flew off to Scotland the next day. There was little time to lose. Commitments at the end of the following week awaited my two companions in the launch crew: Kip Jackson, the pilot, and Ross Hoag, the engineer whose meticulous husbandry of field hardware was essential to all of our flight operations. Margins had become disconcertingly thin; we would have only a few days to catch acceptable weather.

We left for St John's on the Thursday night. Next morning, on the flight up from Halifax, I gazed out across the Atlantic, placid but immense and forbidding all the same. I had by then caused tens of thousands of dollars to be spent, and compounded that investment with the extraordi- nary efforts of people scattered over three continents, and now it was all on the line for the preposterous illusion that, only a few days hence, one of our puny toys would survive out there beyond the edge of the world. It was surreal.

There was little time to feel overwhelmed: we had made our plans and we hit the ground running. Still, my grip on reality was hardly improved by being given the job of getting the gasoline. Here I was, first crawling the caverns of Wal-Mart for Jerry cans to top up the TRANS- ATLANTIC FLEET, and then presenting myself at the airport Esso in hopes of actually buying some aviation fuel. The staff eyed me suspiciously: company policy, it emerged, told them to beware of geeks bearing jugs. I tried to imagine a persuasive way to establish my bona fides, but even lying a little by saying that the fuel was for only one Atlantic crossing seemed unlikely to be convincing. Stymied, I retreated to Shell, where fortunately they had no qualms about how clients carried off their purchases. The bill came to C$28.43. And so, with my few hard-earned litres in hand, I embarked on the MV Flanders for Bell Island.

Kip and Ross had deposited our gear at the airport, and found the facilities, and the welcome, as accommodating as we could possibly imagine. The three of us were adopted for the duration by Gord and Marilyn Shea, both Bell-Island born, and now Bell Island returned in retreat from the bustle of southern Ontario. They became our superb hosts in sharing the ups and downs; the comings and goings; the continual calls and harrowing waits; and the ultimate triumph of the week to come.

I had checked the long-range weather forecasts with Cliff Mass while passing through UW two days before, and, while initially discouraging, the expectations turned out to have improved. By Saturday morning, the Sunday and Monday were shaping up to be excellent launch opportunities. Bill's landing party had by then done the preparatory work at the Scottish end, and we worked with a will to be ready at ours - preparing two aircraft, checking equipment; surveying the runway; doing simulations - but then we ran into a problem. The Web site with the Atlantic wind forecasts, which until that day had been updating every 12 hours for weeks, suddenly wasn't. Even though we knew that the weather was good, we could not do flight planning and fuel estimates without those vital wind numbers.

It became essential to find Steve Lord in Washington on a sultry August weekend. Directory Assistance put me through to several Steve Lords in the Washington area, but none seemed to know or care very much about weather over the North Atlantic. I switched to a Web search and eventually, through a balck long-distance connection that kept hanging MS Explorer, teased out a home-phone number. But that only led to Steve's answering machine: not necessarily better than his e-mail boxes, by then cluttered with frantic appeals - some of which, ominously, had bounced back undelivered. Increasingly desperate, I tried again that evening and found Steve just as he arrived home from vacation! It wasn't much of a welcome, after midnight I called back from his office, where for several hours he had been battling a crashed disc and a broken server. By then the chance for a morning launch was long gone, but the next day, with much phoning and improvised interjecting of data between Washington, Seattle, and Bell Island, we got ourselves organised for an attempt on Monday.

Between these scrambles we did a short shakedown flight late Sunday afternoon, using Millionaire. The flight turned up some data-communication anomalies as we circled over the airfield under manual control, with the autopilot having to take over several times when signals from the ground station were blocked. Similar, albeit unrepeatable, anomalies had led us to scrub some test flights back home, and we had attributed them to use of an unfamiliar frequency band. (We normally communi- cated at about 420 MHz, but had moved down to 406 MHz for the Atlantic program in order to satisfy European spectrum rules.) The fades were unnerving, but it looked as if we would have to live with them.

Our first pair of Atlantic aircraft, Trumper and Piper, were left fueled and ready at the airport. Flight-planning work continued into the night. Meanwhile the boys in Scotland were all set - Bill having by then mollified Her Majesty's Customs and Excise, which had got wind of the itinerant robotic tourist and insisted on stamping her passport! The crew was anxious, suffering under the pressure of an assembling multitude of visitors, and further sapped by Hebrides isolation and relentlessly bad weather. Yet it was not so bad that they couldn't manage some sort of landing - if an Aerosonde made it that far.

Launch

On launch morning we were up around four to check the final flight plan, e- mailed overnight from Seattle. Cliff Mass and Scarlett Bondana, an undergraduate in Aeronautics and Astronautics, had been up late watching the forecast. The weather was holding; launch was definitely on. I transcribed the route for loading into Trumper, with a final simulation just to be sure. Dawn came up as we arrived at the airfield. It was windy, as forecast, and clear with a lovely view down Conception Bay into the maw of the Atlantic.

The familiar drill kept us moving through
Trumper leaves the launch cradle, 7:14 local time on 17 August. Minutes later, after some checks over the Bell Island airfield, she was sent down Conception Bay and out into the Atlantic. Everything was normal when she disappeared behind Cape St Francis, and she was due in Scotland about 24 hours later. But Trumper never arrived.

pre-flight, but the stress was inescapable, and our edges mounted as, for the first time in our experience, a crowd gathered to behold the proceedings. The Bell Islanders had quickly taken a proprietary interest in the whole adventure, and launch was an event not to be missed. As the time for engine-start approached, Kip and Ross signed Trumper's fuselage. My talisman was in the avionics bay, a set of pilot's wings given me years before by John Blackmore - the Spitfire pilot and kindly, firm, and thoroughly decent model of a headmaster who had been a friend and flying companion since grade school in Vancouver. He had died just months before; Trumper was named after one of his beagles, which is about as much of a memorial as he would likely have countenanced.

I addressed the audience briefly, with thanks and a word of advice that Trumper, being a prototype aircraft, should be trusted only as far as it takes to run for cover. Everyone dutifully retreated behind the line of cars parked off the airport road. We drove the launch car back and forth on the runway to check communications, and, while there were hints of communications fades, they seemed small enough to be manageable.

We launched on schedule and took a few minutes to verify performance over the field. Then the time had come. It required only that I enter a new waypoint on the laptop, and Trumper would start along the programmed track to Scotland. In simulation after simulation it had been just three casual keystrokes. But now my fingers hesitated. Ross and I considered the enormity of the moment. We decided to go.

Trumper was out of sight in a trice. We tracked her on the laptop, switching to a longer range antenna as she moved down the bay, and finally lost signal behind Cape St Francis with the aircraft 40 odd km from takeoff. In other circumstances, loss-of-contact would have brought apprehension. This disappearance, however, took a weight off our shoulders. We had all been worried about screwing up, about some unspeakable catastrophe scuttling the enterprise before it had even begun. But now we were off according to plan; Trumper's wind reports were as forecast, and all of our telemetry indicated that she was well on her way. Only time would tell.

We had a break in the sun. Three hours were planned between Trumper and Piper, to allow for some uncertainty in flight durations along slightly different routes - and for the extended ceremony that would follow landing in Scotland! Interviews and photography filled the interlude. Then back to work, and, as we went through the pre-launch checks on Piper, the communications problems had become worryingly worse. Yet they were not easily reproducible, and, after protracted tests proved inconclusive, we had to make a decision. Clearly we were facing a significant risk of intermittent communications loss, but the autopilot would take charge if manual control was blocked during takeoff. Having come this far, going ahead was our best option.

Launch was fine, and we had no problem until about 30 seconds into the climb. Then there was a communications fade, and the autopilot came on automatically - but, instead of flying ahead smoothly, it put the aircraft into a rapid left roll. The nose dropped straight down, and Piper disappeared behind the cliffs in a rolling dive - followed after a couple of seconds by the sickening thump of impact in the water.

Even more sickening was the diagnosis. After reviewing telemetry and checking the flight software, I realised that I had made a mistake in the code. It turned out that the autopilot was not being initialised properly when it came on automatically (as opposed to the usual enabling by ground command). Often the initialisation would nevertheless be okay, as indeed it had been on those rare occasions over the 4 previous years when we had had similar blockages of manual control. But I could recall quite a number of instances on the ground - including those during Piper's pre-flight checks - when interrupted communication had caused the ailerons to jump. Had I given this a bit of elementary thought we would have saved $25,000 - and perhaps more had Piper made it to Scotland!

But now Trumper carried all of our hopes. In St John's that afternoon I stopped where Alcock & Brown had taken off a lifetime before. The site was long since engulfed by the spreading city, and, standing on a busy corner, I had to strain to imagine the clamoring takeoff and leaden clump of that overloaded Vickers bomber. It carried not merely their hopes but also their lives, and very nearly took them. John Alcock was forced, with mixed results, to improvisate instrument flying in those days before instruments, while Arthur Brown had to chance a night-wing-walk to chip ice out of their engines' straining intakes. We lesser pioneers crossed the Atlantic while snug in our nice warm beds.
Snug indeed, and, despite the worry, tired enough to sleep. Trumper was due about seven Newfoundland time, and I turned in with the fatalistic hope of someone shaking me awake, red-hot telephone in hand.

When I eventually woke of my own accord, sometime after seven, just the daylight in the room told me that hope was already faint. We stuck it out through the morning, the phone stubbornly silent except for the odd caller wanting the latest report - and to whom we could only say that no news was bad news. Eventually Bill rang from Scotland wondering how long to stay on watch. It had already been a very tough day for his crew, waiting forlornly together with an audience of expectant media, anxious officials, and sundry restless friends. When Trumper was a few hours overdue it was time to pull the plug.

Now we steeled ourselves to face it all again - or worse, not to have the chance for lack of fair weather. Laima was on deck, named by Juris Vagners, drawing on his Baltic heritage, after the ancient Latvian deity of good fortune. At that point we would take our luck wherever it could be found.

But we weren't allowed to let Trumper go so cleanly. That afternoon we were back on the run, verifying the diagnosis, and the cure, for Piper's crash, when Bill rang urgently from Benbecula. They had been called about an aircraft fitting Trumper's description, flying at low altitude, 100 km to the north over Stornoway! It was hard to imagine: it would imply failure of both navigation and range safety, compounded by flight endurance at or beyond expectation, and more importantly the range of the mountain range between Stornoway and the ocean. Nevertheless we had to investigate quickly, and I left Bill to do what he could while I rechecked the flight plan in Trumper's telemetry. It was correct: there was no question of having sent her to the wrong place. Presently Bill called back, havingboiled the commotion down to two reports, and only one of those described something at all like an Aeromonde. A mistaken witness, however, seemed more likely than Trumper actually materialising in the area that was claimed. We decided that a search would probably be a wild goose chase - but still left word with the local police, just in case.

On Wednesday we received yet another in-flight report, now more than two days after launch. Trumper, it seemed, had transmitted into a robotic Flying Dutchman.

A second chance

Weather precluded launch on Wednesday, with the Hebrides even more dismal than usual, rain in Newfoundland as well, and poor winds enroute. But Thursday looked more promising, so we geared up flight planning and aircraft preparation to have another try.

We had to run Laima's engine for a while to check oil consumption. At home it had seemed high at idle, but a retest at cruise power turned out to be satisfactory. Laima was cleared to go. Then our eyes wandered to Millionaire. She was one of the original ten Aeromondes, built by Insiu in 1995 for our first Australian trial (and named after a dinner at Gilligan's in Darwin, after the cast of television characters). She had last flown offshore at the Oregon coast in 1996, and in test work since then had been through countless engines, wing sets, and sundry modifications and upgrades. We hadn't planned for her to take an Atlantic adventure, but, having come this far, we had to shoot our bolt. We fitted her with the last of our batch of leaf-running engines; tested her on the ground; and had a pair of aircraft ready for the morning.

By this time Steve Lord's wind server was back in action, but Windows data-transfer was still crashing continually as it grappled with the long-distance lines from Benbecula and Bell Island.

Truly impressive phone bills ran up as we tried to coordinate the far-flung flight-planning operation. But by late afternoon in Seattle, Cliff Mass and Scarlett Bendana were offering a route south of the great circle through winds around a mid-Atlantic high. The estimate was about 26 hr enroute with 1.2 kg fuel remaining - not as good as Monday's numbers, but certainly good enough, and the weather for arrival in Scotland was expected to be quite tolerable. There would be a lot of rain and convection over the ocean, but, based on our experience in tropical thunderstorms and British Columbia downpours, I had told Cliff that rough weather would not be a problem.

And so on Thursday we repeated the pre-launch preparations. First light at the airport showed good weather, with high clouds and moderate winds, and a crowd of ever-encouraging islanders assemble to lend moral support. Preflight turned up a few communications fakes, and before starting to roll I made quite sure of a good initialization should the autopilot come on automatically. We launched just before 1:30, and 30 seconds later I called for Kip to enable the autopilot. Laima was then out of the danger zone. Overhead checks were fine, and then it was again time for the fateful few keystrokes that led off to Scotland. By 7:40 Laima was out of sight. We tracked her down the Bay at 350 m altitude; the air was smooth; the wind west at the forecast 15 kt. Half an hour later we lost contact off Cape St Francis, with Laima running as well as we could wish.

Three hours later Millionaire went down the same track. Her performance was much the same, except that the cylinder head was running on the warm side. After launch we had to nurse her up to avoid overheating, but, with cruise temperatures settling back within acceptable limits, we had decided to go ahead. Millionaire's signal vanished at 11:20, just where Laima had gone before. Now both dice were in the air.

Kip was instantly in a car and heading for St John's - he had stayed an extra day for the Thursday launch window, and now he was overdue back home. Only the packing-up was left for Ross and me. We had our equipment off the field by noon - and then wondered how we managed to fill all the boxes despite being three Aeromondes short! After a few hours the gear was packed, and the bulletins posted, and more interviews done for a press still steadfast and eager. Then we slipped into tourism, with a tour through one of the labyrinthine underground iron mines sprawling out beneath the Bay. Hard evidence indeed of a cold, dark, tough life for little reward, but a life which had made Bell Island a thriving, chimney-puffing place in the days when Lindbergh and Earhart had passed overhead. Now the pace was much slower and the island traded on charm.

Our ship comes in

First thing Friday morning I checked the itinerary updates, which Greg Tyrrell of the Melbourne group had calculated using the overnight wind posting. Laima's arrival at the holding circuit was still expected about 10 am Newfoundland time, so contact with the ground station was likely between 9:30 and 9:45. Bonhomie had kept tension at bay the night before, but now we were all tightening like drums - Ross, me,
Laima sits in the South List grass with her landing crew: Bill Vaglient, Greg Lipski, and Steve Huffman. In addition to her remaining kilogram of fuel, she carried a paddle of water collected during what must have been a lengthy transit through rain in the mid-ocean frontal band. Gracious and patient host of the UK Defence Evaluation and Research Agency had dispersed large quantities of paint to sustain the crew through a wearing week, but now the celebrations could be begun in earnest.

Gord and Marilyn Shea, the crew at Benbecula, and a few keeping late vigils in Australia. I took a walk along the cliffs, relieved by the warm, azure day, and telling myself that, after all, perhaps just making the attempt had accomplished most of our objectives. It might not happen today, but already we had broadcast the message that robotic aircraft were a coming in.

Ross and I had our freight to ship home, and we queued for the 9:50 ferry, I strode, or perhaps paced, by the quay, integrating as I inwardly through some Gaussian curve of probable contact times. Seen in this way, half of our chance of success would already have slipped away before the expected time of arrival - a hand business to endure, particularly when our chances with Trumper and Piper had already been lost entirely.

My pocket phone rang at 9:40. The Gaussian slipping stopped; very nearly my heart as well. The voice at the far end was channeled into classic NASA-controller monotone:

“This is Bill. We are in contact with Laima.”

Mine was no:

“FANTASTIC!”

Bill checked a point about setting Laima’s altitude and then hurriedly signed off. I ran back toward Ross in the ferry lane, thumb high in the air. “We’re in!” Elation, relief, and pure happiness flooded through us, and it was hard to collect our thoughts. The post-contact protocol hadn’t been part of the rehearsals. “Who do we call first?”

Ross called his wife. (It was 15:15 in Hood River). I decided on Marilyn Shea, who at that moment was probably more wound up than anyone; she burst into tears. Then down the list: Kip; Andy von Flotow; Juris Vagners; all in bed on the west coast; Greg Tyrrell waiting up in Melbourne. But it turned out that the Australians already knew.

We found out much later that the Melbourne group had cracked under the strain and called Benbecula. On their first try the phone had rung and then been hung up; they tried again and were dismissed with a terse “It’s Laima! Gotta go!” Laima had just then started to toy with the Benbecula crew. At 13:00 (local time) she did a periodic wind-measuring maneuver - an S-turn around track - and so briefly flashed her antenna favorably toward the ground station 57 km away. It was just enough to squeeze through a short burst of telemetry. The ground-station PC, which had been torturing the crew for hours with impassive silence, suddenly piped up with a beep and a new color to show active communications. Then nothing. “Was that Laima?” Bill, who well knew the communications software, insisted that it really couldn’t be anything else. But there were five long minutes of electrified tension before the oracle spoke again, finally in firm contact at a range of 48 km. Then the tension released and the control room exploded.

Greg Lipski went through the arrival checklist, and unlinked new waypoints to bring Laima onshore. She slipped in past the surveillance radars on Benbecula and St Kilda islands (which, despite knowing where to look and trying hard, didn’t see a thing). At 13:40 she crossed the beach and entered a circuit of the landing field.

Control was then switched to a second ground station; the long-range operation was done from a blockhouse inland, while the landing had to be flown from a Land Rover parked down on the field. Little time was wasted. Bill turned up from the laptop and there was Laima, in a brilliant white under the scattered cumulus charging in from the Atlantic. He quickly selected manual control and wheeled her steeply into the chilly 20 kt breeze. “ENGINE OFF!” Two keystrokes from Steve Huffman stopped the propeller for landing. Touchdown was a gentle plop into the tall grass - whereupon, as Eric Sorensen of the Seattle Times put it in his account, “researchers and a handful of onlookers erupted in cheers and hugs.”

“We have something you lost,” said Bill’s monotone, back on the phone as the Flanders pulled into dock at Portugal Cove. Ross and I drove on to see Laima’s in a state of total relaxation, and unhurriedly ran our errands in town. Even Millionaire’s arrival time came and, sadly, went, with only a faint echo of the morning’s worry. It was also sharper: Laima’s trialblazing had narrowed Millionaire’s Canadian, and we had to count her out shortly after lunch. For our senior Aeronauts it was a poignant final curtain, but easily seen as an honourable and glorious finale. For us, that day, all sides were incorruptibly bright.

When Bill next called we were back on the Flanders for the return trip to Bell Island. Our first thought was for Millionaire, but it was clear to us then that there was little hope, and none was on offer. We agreed to call it quits after another hour or so. Meanwhile there was more information on Laima. Her nose boom, for measuring static pressure, had snapped in the tall grass and flipped out on landing, but that was incidental. More remarkable was a load of seawater found sloshing in the avionics bay. We had been doubly careless: first, having run out of our preferred tape for sealing the wing/fuselage junction, we had used a poor substitute that the rain had undermined, and second, we had not made a drain hole! Laima’s Latvian luck had been with her all the way.

But there were more than just Baltic deities to thank. The plethora of enthusiastic help and encouragement that the Atlantic program had enjoyed deserved a gratitude that I could hardly express. Back on Bell Island I sent off a few messages, swept up in the flurry of e-mails that were then ricocheting round the globe. No form of words would even begin to seem adequate. That afternoon I stood in the warm sun on a cliff overlooking the brilliant turquoise of Conception Bay, stared into a television camera, and considered whether I was surprised. No, I told my interviewer, not surprised. We wouldn’t have come without good reason to expect a successful result. But on the other hand, when considered in purely visceral terms - tiny aeroplane, big ocean - the idea had, admittedly, seemed pretty far-fetched. And this is really the compelling story of what draws one into such an enterprise; if one fails one is puzzled; but if one succeeds, one is amazed. Amazement - that sort of amazement - is surely one of the great pleasures that experimental science has to offer. And what pleasure became ours to share? So it was shared that night, not least in the pubs of Benbecula and the boisterous salon of the Sheas’ Bell Island home.

The next day Laima was boxed up and squeezed aboard the Saturday flight to Glasgow. Bill really had had to clear her for customs for coming into the United Kingdom, but, with an exquisite bureaucratic symphony, her papers were thus perfectly in order when the time came to go back out again! She wended her way slowly home to Seattle, and into retirement at the Museum of Flight after a career of only two flights.

Our gamble had paid off in full measure. An attentive media soon fulfilled all our hopes by reporting Laima’s success far and wide. Where previously the idea of long-range operations by miniature robotic aircraft had been a bit of conceptual esoterica, now it had become a well-known fact on the ground. And, in the international circles of meteorology and aviation, the possibilities for routine service suddenly seemed a lot more real, and a lot closer. Much engineering remains to be done, both to achieve satisfactory reliability and to make these small aircraft much more efficient and long-ranged. But the path ahead is clear.

An interviewer asked why all of this hadn’t
WINTER FUN!

My Airplane’s Icy Adventure

By Andy Mitas

It was an ideal winter evening for flying. Just picture it — barely a sprinkling of snow on the ground, no wind, pretty sunset, and just cold enough to keep you from getting lazy. I was flying my “Pocket Rocket” (a 35 inch pod-and-boom ILGL) in a space behind my house of -100 x 100 ft. When properly trimmed, the Pocket Rocket floated beautifully. In fact, I would challenge the wing loading of any fine undersize ILGL to a shot at the Pocket Rocket. Anyway, I was still learning to fly the thing (I’m terrible on the sticks) and had done a couple of nice, short flights in this little flying area.

At this point, more specifics on my flying spot: flat & grassy, rectangular, with trees on three sides and a sharp slope ending at a lake on the fourth side. The lake was frozen...

So, back to the story — I figured it might do no harm to fly over the frozen lake, because I would probably not land on it anyway, and if I did, the plane would simply slide to shore. That doesn’t seem like a tremendous lapse of judgment, does it?

I gave the Pocket Rocket a good, strong toss. It flew unimpeded to the trees, at which point I turned it around. It was now flying over the lake. It was a beautiful sight indeed. I just gazed at how my airplane slightly glided through the wintry air, not being at all gliding progressively farther from shore. From a great desire to make this airy moment last forever, I pulled up a bit to maintain altitude. That wasn’t a tremendous lapse in judgment either, was it?

The Pocket Rocket stalled and made a hard landing, right in the middle of the lake. It slid about five or six inches. Within a second or two, I realized that $200 of radio equipment, not to mention the project of my winter vacation, was about 80 feet from shore, sitting ever-so-gracefully on one inch of ice that was supposed melt within the next day or two.

I quickly ran into my only option — my fishing rod, the big one that I used for bass fishing when I ran into free time. I tied on this huge, red-and-white lure with about nine large hooks bristling from it. If I was gonna get my prized baby back, this bass terrorizing beast would be the method. With little examination, I discovered that the closest point to the shore to the poor plane was my neighbor’s dock. It was about 2 1/2 feet wide and ten feet long. Near the end of it was a little Christmas tree. I went behind the Christmas tree and began to cast the lure towards the unfortunate aircraft. It soon became apparent that it would take a miracle to reach the airplane. Within minutes, I was doing more praying than plane fishing. Before I knew it, it was no longer the beautiful flying day it had been. It was getting quite dark now. The wind was picking up. Above all, it had become positively frigid.

I finally, more out of desperation than courage, pushed the little Christmas tree and stood at the edge of the dock. After more casting and much more praying, I managed to hook the airplane and reel it back to myself. I brought the thing home, dropped it on the ground, and plopped myself into a couch. Despite the fact that I had succeeded in my mission, I felt more stupid than heroic.
BOOK REVIEW

"Fundamentals of Sailplane Design"
By Professor Fred Thomas
Translated from German by Judah Milgram

Reviewed by Martin Simons
Stepney, South Australia

Fundamentals of Sailplane Design is a magnificent book which anyone with an interest in soaring should own and read. Although dealing entirely with full scale sailplanes, every chapter is also relevant to radio controlled model gliders. There are some sections which ought to be read with care even by pilots who claim to have no interest in design or theory. They need to appreciate what they are asking a sailplane to do and how they might, with safety, get the best performance from it. We all benefit from a better comprehension of what is happening to our aircraft as the air flows over and around them.

This is the third edition of a standard German work, revised by the author and translated into excellent and very clear English by Judah Milgram. It is the only comprehensive book of its kind available in any language and is destined to become recognised as a great classic. (The original German edition, entitled 'Grundlagen fuer den Entwurf von Segelflugzeugen' was published in 1979. A second edition followed in 1984.)

Fred Thomas, the author, has held senior positions in the DLR (German Aerospace Research Establishment) and was Professor of Aerodynamics at the Technical University of Braunschweig (Brunswick) from 1966 until his retirement in 1998. During this period the famous 'Akflieg Braunschweig' (a society of students and staff dedicated to research and practical development of new aircraft) produced some of the most innovative sailplanes, the SB 7, 8, 9, and 10 with nine metres span, the SB 11 with variable geometry wings which won the world soaring championships in 1978. More recently, the tailless SB 13 has excited much interest around the globe and, it is admitted, caused its pilots some agitation too. The new family of wing profiles devised by Horstmann and Quast also came from this University Department and have led to considerable advances in wing design. Thomas is also a sailplane pilot. The book requires careful study rather than a quick skimming. There are, of necessity, some mathematical passages. Despite this, by reading all around them and studying the diagrams with attention, anyone can understand what the equations are saying. The text is highly readable even by those who are put off by formulae; Judah Milgram has done a first class job here. The level of mathematical difficulty is not great. In most cases the reader needs only the four simple rules of arithmetic. Some understanding of basic trigonometric ratios is helpful and the occasional square root sign or fractional power appears. Integral calculus is barely needed although to know at least the meaning of the symbols is, in a few places, useful. (As Sylvanus Thompson said in 1910, "What one fool can do, another can.") The elongated letter S in calculus means only "add up all such little bits as..." and the large Greek letter like a capital E, Sigma, means much the same thing. These will take most of us fools far enough.

As the title states, this is a book dealing with the fundamentals, an introduction to its subject, not a detailed manual for designers. However, there is a very fine bibliography and many well-directed references to be followed up.

In addition there is an appendix with over 140 small three-view drawings, a few of 'vintage' sailplane types but mostly modern, and a most useful set of tables giving full data, including not only the usual figures but tail volumes, aileron and air brake particulars, aerofoil sections and wing twist. This section will doubtless be referred to frequently by sailplane model makers. The drawings themselves are not sufficiently detailed but enough is given to direct attention to promising subjects.

Finally are sections describing routine flight testing procedures, and excellent indexes.

In summary, a book not to be missed, worth every cent of its price ($50 US plus shipping), and likely to be well used. Published 1999 by College Park Press, the book can be ordered directly from them at: College Park Press
PO Box 143
College Park, Maryland 20741 USA
(301) 422-4626
http://www.cgpp.com
http://www.cgpp.com/gray.html (book info.)
(274 pages, 270 x 230 mm, Foreword by Prof. Leiek Boermans, bibliography, two appendices, German-English glossary, indexes.)

ISBN 0-9669553-0-7
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HAVE SAILPLANE, WILL TRAVEL!

Some of the diehard group there almost every weekend that the weather is flyable.

by Tom H. Nagel
904 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
tomnagel@iway.net

This column is dedicated to soaring vacations. This month, Randy Bullard takes us to a mountain slope in North Carolina.

Randy Bullard has been flying RC gliders off and on for 19 years and full scale power planes and gliders for more than 30 years. He moved to the Charlotte, North Carolina area from Atlanta, Georgia eight years ago and flies with two different groups of pilots: a small thermalizing group in Charlotte and another group at the Lump, which is a 2.5 hour drive from where he lives. Randy was a tech support manager for a computer industry company when he lived in Atlanta. He and his wife now co-own a web site business in Charlotte.

The Lump
By Randy Bullard
bullards@earthlink.net

Finding good soaring slopes on the east side of the US is a challenge. Most of the east coast is fairly flat, other than a few sand dunes. Although there are a lot of inland mountains, most of them are covered in trees. The majority of the slopes that aren't covered in trees are on private property and it is difficult to obtain permission to fly there.

An exception to this is a mountain slope called the Lump. Located on the Blue Ridge Parkway in the northwestern part of North Carolina, the Lump can rival most west coast slopes for lift when it is working.

The Lump is just south of that point where the North Carolina "flat top" border with Virginia heads southwest along the Tennessee line. Look for a parking lot just south of mile marker 264 on the Blue Ridge Parkway. This is about four miles south of where highway 16 crosses the Parkway.

The closest towns are West Jefferson, Glendale Springs and Deep Gap. The larger town of Wilkesboro is south of the Lump on highway 16.

Located on Blue Ridge Parkway property, the Lump has a large paved parking lot at the bottom hill. The Lump itself is a large grassy knoll that is clearly visible from the road. The large rectangular hill runs east-west, with the widest part facing south. You won't have any trouble finding it because it is the only large grassy hill with a paved parking lot close to mile marker 264. A wooden picket fence separates you from the hill, but there is a cattle gate entrance that allows you access. Simply park in the parking lot and walk up the big hill.

Being an inland mountain slope, the Lump is not only dependent on wind direction, but it also gains a large part of its lift from thermal activity. However, don't confuse the thermal lift of a mountain slope with the wimpy thermals you find in the flat lands. The lift on a lot of inland mountain slopes can not only vary, but is also more continuous than you normally expect thermal lift to be.

Mountain slope lift starts in the valley and gains strength as it moves up the face of the mountain. The Lump seems to amplify this even more because it faces south and, because we are in the northern hemisphere, the sun is always to the south. This heats up the face of the Lump more than it faced any other direction.

Also typical of mountain slopes is that the lift there can be fickle and unpredictable. One day can have fantastic lift and you feel like you could fly a manhole cover, and the next time on a similar appearing day, you are lucky if you can keep a floater up.

Still when the Lump is working, it is a fantastic place to fly almost any thing. There are times when the lift is good from sunup and until well after dark. Also unlike most coastal slopes, the lift ranges from launch height to out of sight both vertically and horizontally. You can "peek out" either way on good days.

On an average lift day, almost any type plane with ailerons will work fine. Aileron planes are best because if there is much wind, the landings require the faster roll rate of ailerons to handle the turbulence. F3B/F3F/F3J type planes are especially nice here because they can gain lots of height for some truly awesome high speed passes. These type planes are also strong enough to survive the high speed dives from spec height without shedding parts. It is also easier to see these larger planes when they are way out or way up there. The top of the Lump has a large grassy landing area with only a few rocks, so molded planes are relatively safe flying here.
Oddly enough, there can be good lift that lasts till after dark when it is totally calm. This phenomenon happens a lot in early summer. A typical pattern is good lift during the day, then it dies for a little while in the late afternoon.

Then this gentle but steady lift fills in and lasts till you can’t stand up any more. Larger wing span planes are able work this type lift the best.

The trees in front of the slope create a launching problem. The lift zone is farther out than you can throw most planes. You will need a tow hook and a short bungee to launch all but hand launch planes. The only time you can fly a hand launch plane here is when the wind is almost dead calm.

Otherwise, the turbulence will eat them alive because they just don’t have enough wing loading and roll rate to handle it.

One other word of caution. During the spring when the weather first becomes nice and during the fall when the leaves have turned their bright colors, the Lump will have lots of tourists wandering around. Be careful when you are landing. Make sure your intended landing area is clear. Also please do not fly over people’s heads. We are flying on Parkway property and we need to be careful not to frighten or damage the tourists.

On any flyable weekend and often during the week, there will be other pilots flying at the Lump. Most of us have been flying here for several years and can give you some pointers on flying this slope. The scenery here is great with a very good overlook of the valley and surrounding mountains. We all share each other’s bungee launchers, so you probably won’t need to set something up. People are already flying when you get there. Please do not check your radio in the parking lot. You cannot see pilots at the top of the hill from the parking lot. Walk to the top of the hill and make sure no one is on your frequency first.

To check the weather conditions, there are two web sites that I have found especially useful.

http://www.weather.com/weather/cities/us_nv_jefferson.html is a local forecast that gives the best idea of what the local conditions are like.

http://www.intelid.com/Golf/World/UnitedStates/SouthCarolina/Wilmington/WINDcast/d0_18.html shows the wind direction in a very detailed manner. If the arrows are pointing straight north indicating a south wind, expect good lift unless rain is also forecast.

While the parking lot is a nice paved parking lot, there are no other facilities other than the trees, so be prepared. The Park Vista Motel & Restaurant is a very inexpensive motel and restaurant about 5 miles further south on the Parkway (336-877-2750). If I want to fly two days in a row, I often stay there so I don’t have to make the long drive back and forth to Charlotte.

There are picnic tables near the parking lot, but I usually bring a folding chair to the top of the hill for all day flying. Also bring water, suntan lotion and food. If you forget something, we probably have it and will be more than happy to share. Feel free to e-mail me if you wish further information.

Thanks, Randi!

If you have a favorite sailplane saga, consider writing it down for RCD. If you are planning a vacation that includes your plane and transmitter, consider making notes as you go, and working up an article later. Take photos. Collect maps. And send your story to Tom Nagel at tonnagel@bwaynet.net for gentle editing and suggestions. Thank you.

Disclaimer: The information published about site access is believed to be as accurate as the date of publication; neither the author nor the publisher assume any liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused, or alleged to be caused, either directly or indirectly by the information included in this column. Flying site ownership, management, and rules often change without notice. EJers using this information are advised to proceed with good sense and politeness. Respect the owners and other users of the site. Fly safely.

---
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How Often Do Most of Us Get Out to Fly?

I received a most interesting fax from Frank Oeste this fall. He thought my Schlepper towed a lot. This fax gave me a sense of perspective. I wish I lived near these guys! Read on!

**A Fax From Frank Oeste**

(23 September 1999):

"I did four flights (on my 1:2.5 Bruckmann Swift) at my second club near Dreiach and everything was OK. We use a Schleppmaschine with a 140cm King-twin Boxer; it is only a tow aircraft without a full size origin (non-scale). A simple fuselage, on top a 300cm wingspan wing — that's all. It is flown by a person who is already retired. His name is Edgar, he was the Flugleiter — that means the responsible man at the runway, at Roedersmarken on Saturday. He is a good tow pilot. He writes down every tow in a little book.

"The Schleppmaschine had its first flight in April 1997. Until now, it has about 8000!!!!
tows, all flown by Edgar. This is true. I'm not kidding. I'm sure he is the guy with the most air in Germany, much more that Frisch and Wagner together. He is flying (both flying) our SWEFIs. They get in a lot of flying with a group of nearly 15 retired men and all are flying scale gliders. They are flying five days a week, during the whole year, about 30-50 tows a day, depending on the thermals. I fly there about 3-4 days a week, so I do about 500 glider tows a year. This is glider towing heaven! Because they fly on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays and I have been there yesterday..."

**The "Toy Airplane" Syndrome**

In the USA, many of us are faced with the "toy airplane" syndrome whenever we go flying. Our families often look down upon our little models and silently wish we would do something other than play with our "toys". This attitude seems to be prevalent all over the USA: how often have you had a conversation about your latest sailplane with someone who doesn't know you're talking about model sailplanes? When your friend finds out you're talking about "toy" airplanes and not "real" airplanes you sit in, what happens? That strange expression sparkles in the eyes: "What? Are you nuts?" Comes the thought..."

**It's Different in Europe**

The attitude towards our "toy" airplanes is completely different in Germany! First of all, it's a family affair! The kids, wife/girlfriend, and the rest of the family all come to the flying fields (where there are clubhouses, toilets, playgrounds and usually a stove for hot food).

Secondly, whenever there is a sailplane event (in Germany) such as the Akro Cup or the Fun Fly in Rodermarken, the whole town turns out to visit and spectate. In the case of the Akro Cup, the mayor of the Bad Neustadt attended the opening ceremonies, and handed out the trophies to the winners at the awards ceremony! Everyone had a ball!

**Lots of Kids: the Future!**

Perhaps even more importantly, many, many children attend these events and were wildly enthusiastic about seeing all these models on the ground and flying. After the Akro Cup was finished, there were many fun flights to entertain the crowd. Some of the sailplanes did a performance with smoke on their wings. There were "model" parachute jumpers, gliders of all sizes and shapes took to the air to keep the crowd entertained. There were also some younger pilots (under 10 years of age) who pleased the crowd with their piloting skills. Appreciation for a particularly good performance or a good landing brought applause from the spectators.

**Huge Crowds Come to Watch Models!**

The Germans certainly seem to have a different attitude and a different approach toward model airplanes. A year ago, the DMFV (equivalent of the AMA) put on a model air show in Berlin. This "model" air show included jets, powered aircraft, airshows with sailplanes, helicopters, and just about anything you can think of. Well over 100 pilots! Can you guess how many people attended this event? 1000 people? 2000 people? 5000 people? 8000 people? Well think about it: if you held a similar event in the nearest large city in the USA, how many people do you think would turn out? A couple of hundred? Well, the best illustration of the German attitude towards our wonderful hobby is the simple fact that over 100,000 people attended this model airplane event!!!!!! And you can fit many Germans inside the USA!

**More From Frank...**

"Arnold phoned me this morning. He had his first flight with his big "Doppeltraub" last Friday. It is flying very slow and realistic. It must be a huge glider, about 1:2.2 scale. Arnold is very happy.

"Yesterday we had our Akro meeting in Brusel. There were about 100 acrylic pilots there, 25 from us (the rest were "full sized" pilots). We heard a lot of interesting things about new proposed programs from the full size guys."
we’ll have the opportunity of flying even more!

You guys who are hosting these events
might take a feather from the Germans’
hat: post notices of your event in nearby
towns. Who knows? You might even get a
bunch of enthusiastic spectators with kids!

**Telario Talk**

There’s a superb new altimeter available
called “Telario Talk”. This fantastic tool
is used by many German sailplane pilots. I
saw it being used in Rödermark this
summer.

Telario Talk speaks to you (in German or
English). It tells you the altitude (in meters)
every 50 meters, which is good for being
towed up. It also gives you the altitude
whenever you want – just activate the
channel on your radio where the Telario
Talk is plugged into. Most of the guys had
their Telario Talks plugged into a Y-
harNESS, sharing the tow release channel, so
that once off tow if they wished to have an
altitude reading, all they did was activate
their tow release and Telario Talk would
tell them how high they were. Sharing the
channel works with all other radios, but
NOT with Airtronics.

The altitude is given from ground zero,
which is where the airplanes took off from.
(In other words, the altitude is how high
you are above where you are standing.)

Telario Talk also gives an audible signal
telling the pilot whether the sailplane is
climbing or descending. Last but not least,
every so often it “talks” and tells you the
battery voltage. You can program all these
features and get it to tell you when and
what you want to know (altitude and
voltage and whether you are climbing or
descending).

It costs $400 from Thommys Modellbau
(Thomas Seidel). He speaks English and is
very easy to deal with. You can reach him
by e-mail at <info@thommys.com>.

Thommys is making a number of nitry
improvements to this wonderful device.
What follows is a recent e-mail message
detailing the changes.

From: “Thomas Seidel”

<info@thommys.com>

To: “Robert O. Lehman”
<sailplanes@worldnet.att.net>

Hello Robin,

I have received the Telario, we have a
new version of software and I am just
done making some final tests. End of next week
the English version should be available.

In the new version a flightbook is
included. This means if you have landed,
you push the small red button and the
friendly female voice tells you maximum
and minimum altitude, maximum and
minimum voltage, climb rate and sinking
rate. The data is also saved in a constant
memory, so you can compare different
flights (up to 10) so you can easily use the
telario to optimize props of
towplane or electric gliders; ) without
any extra sensors.

The flightbook is initialized with the first
“altitude on demand” so you can start
the flightbook after you have been flying
(airtowed), otherwise the climbing rate
announced in the flightbook is a better
indication for the quality of the towplane
than the quality of your glider or your
adjustments.

There is also another change. In the
set mode 4, you can select a time interval
in which altitude announcements will
repeat. This happens, if you put the
switch or slider at your TR to high
position. You will get the usual “altitude
254 meters, voltage 5.3 volts...” and with
a pause of 10 up to 60s, depending of
setmode 4, “250 meters...200 meters...”
and so on, as long as the switch is on
high position.

This is very useful on alpine soaring: if
you have lost 200 meters and there is no clear
vario signal, an automatic altitude
announcement is very helpful.

This year at the Hahnenmoos Pass in
Switzerland, the altitude announcement
saved the prototype of my 3m-Fox. I was
120m down the slope, and everyone
thought this flight would end in the
trees, but I knew, when I was only 130m
down, and was not in the trees. This
information let me still try to gain
altitude. As it turned out, I gained 10
meters, and then some more and finally
after a hard fight, made it back up the
hill. Hearing the comments of the Swiss
pilots on the video tape, one of them
made, makes me very proud. They said
that never ever under these conditions
has a pilot managed to bring his glider up
again - not with thermal gliders and
especially not with an aerobatic glider
like the Fox. But there must be a first
time for everything...!

PS: I have met Jan-Kurt Hoffmann at
model-fair in Stuttgart. We spoke about
Elmira 2000, we both plan to be there
next year. I hope to present some new
gliders and a US-legal version of the
Telario there.

**For Use in an Airtow Thermal Duration Contest?**

If you want to thermal, and have very
long flights without worrying how your
battery is doing, the Telario Talk is
priceless! It will save many gliders from
running out of battery juice, not to mention
all its thermal potential. How about using it
in a towplane in a thermal duration
contest?

If a Telario Talk was installed in the
towplane, it would be easy enough to
establish a height limit (300, 400, 600
meters?) at which point all sailplanes must
be released. Everyone gets released at
exactly the same height and “start your
timers...”! If you use your imagination a
little bit, knowing exactly how high a
towplane is flying at any given moment
opens up many new horizons for Fun Fly
contest formats.

Aerobatics with a maximum start ceiling
for all pilots? How about cross country
using a towplane to get everyone up?

Other ideas?

Let me take this opportunity to wish
everyone the very best flying season ever!
Let it be a memorable 2000! Great flying
and good landings to all!

---
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Stylus Out of Power?
Re-'Pack' It with Bigger Ni-Cads!
By Gordy Stahl
Louisville, Kentucky
GordyStahl@aol.com

My travels took me to three awesome inland slopes (Cumberland, Maryland - Carlisle, Pennsylvania - Boone, North Carolina) and it made me really frustrated! Not the soaring opportunities, but rather with my radio batteries. You see, I put in a lot of air time on those slopes and found that I had to switch packs and fast charge packs in order to keep in the air.

Like most computer radios, the Airtronics Stylus is no exception to driving a battery pack down in short order. As you Stylus owners know, it has a very convenient feature of a quick-change battery pack. Just pop open a door and slip the pack out, then pop in a fresh one.

Well that is fine, but once I forgot the spare in my room; once I forgot to charge the spare. I thought I had the situation resolved by re-fitting the pack container from the 700mah AA's to the new 1100mah AA's, but while it gave me more time, it didn't seem like all the charges ran for more time.

So when I got home from that trip, I went looking for an alternative battery, one with even more capacity. Now unless you do a piggy-pack (too bulky and heavy) I thought for sure the only answer would be in Nickel Hydride cells. I wasn't all that excited about going to NH cells because of the special care needed to charge and care for the cells; I mean, Ni-Cads were old friends, I knew what to do with them and what to expect from them. I have sophisticated chargers to care from them.

My search led me to an old RC swap-meet friend and professional battery guy, Mr. Ni-Cad. I explained that the Stylus had a removable plastic case which held 8 AA Ni-Cads, but that the space that held the plastic case was larger and that I might be able to fit some other cells in its place.

Warranty Disclaimer!!
Remember, any modifications done to your radios automatically voids the Manufacturer's Warranty. This modification will not affect your radio's operation or its health, but your construction slip ups could cause you to damage interior circuitry. This modification is a huge advantage for those flyers who want to add flight time without switching packs, and flight, and is working well on my Stylus transmitter. Just take care... And, be aware of the pitfalls of modifying your equipment.

We discussed using NH cells but, in the end, I still felt NC's were the cells for this project. Mr. Ni-Cad came up with a new 'A' cell rated at 1700mah! Think about it! That's nearly three times the life of the original pack!

Those of you who follow my column know that my Stylus is kind of 'tricked-out'. It's got a Hitec Spectra, synthesized module, so that I can choose which of 50 frequencies I want to use. (I hate waiting for a pin!) It also has Hobby Lobby's '5' hard 'ducks' antenna, so modifying the battery pack was a logical next step.

So, I ordered two packs, pre-configured to layout just like the original set of cells as they are in the plastic container. My discussions with Mr. Ni-Cad had given me the new cell's dimensions and, while the 'A' cells are the same height as the 'AA's, the diameter is larger. I figured, no problem - the difference in diameter would be compensated for by leaving the new pack out of the plastic case, just shrink wrap the new pack. But when the packs came, I found I was mistaken.

Undaunted, with closer examination of the radio case battery opening, I could see that with a slight amount of radiusing with a Dremel sintering drum to each of the squared ends of the battery compartment opening, the new pack would slide right in. And you wouldn't even notice that it was done!

Our design criteria was simple... Launch higher, fly farther, go faster.

The result?
Cutting edge technology with performance that tears up the sky!

The Millennium...our best to date.

1120 Wrigley Way, Milpitas, California 95035
Voice/Fax: 408-986-4751
Also available in Mid-Tail and T-Tail configurations
Also distributed by Stegers International 908-879-9964
Order direct from R&R

Also available in Mid-Tail and T-Tail configurations

Also distributed by Stegers International 908-879-9964
Order direct from R&R

R/C Soaring Digest
Battery box inside of Tx.

the packs I ordered came with tabs, so connecting the wires was a breeze.

Aligning both sockets was simple, too. I first plugged the Powerplug onto the Case's Powerplug. I noticed that its board was just high enough to allow me to lay two small lengths of music wire in the crevices between the two sticks of cells, which fit under the circuit board for some extra support. I Goop'd up the crevices and the end of the Powerplug's board, where it met the end of the pack, and slid the pack up tight, then let it dry. (Note: make sure that the Powerplug and the mating Powerplug are seated all the way down in the case, before the goop dries, to insure/maintain that the original plastic Powerpacks will still work!)

After the goop dried, I confirmed that both the new pack and the original (I have a spare.) still self aligned with the Powerplug; it was time to Goop in the Chargesocket. What I found is that it just fits. I used the Chargeplug from the Wall Charger supplied with the radio to align the Chargesocket, while the Goop was curing, by inserting the CP through the access door charge hole and into the Chargesocket. Once that was secure, I soldered the wires in place. (I found that I had to replace one wire with a longer piece.)

The next step was to shrink-wrap the entire pack with the shrink-wrap that Mr. Ni-Cad sent with the packs. (Make sure you ask that the wrap is at least 1” longer than the pack, so that it overlaps the Powerplug board as well as just overlaps the charge end of the pack.)

Next, I realized that there was nothing to hold the pack in place other than the Powerplug connection; the edge of the Case I had removed, to allow the new one to fit, held the pack from shifting vertically in the transmitter's bowels.

I noticed that the Stylus' antenna storage box (located on the TX's inside back) was spaced about 1/2" from the top of the new pack. So, I cut a 'wedge' of EPP foam to hold the pack in place. I beveled the foam's ends so that the entering pack would slide into place without bunching up the foam block. I used a small strip of two-way tape to secure the block of EPP to the antenna storage box. That solved any problem with the pack shifting around and also ensured alignment of the socket to the Powerplug during insertion.

Since the Case's Cover has screws to hold its end secure, but nothing to secure the rest of the cover's edges, I used two straps along the edge along the bottom of the case more firmly. Then I put the TX back on.

Of course, it's never all that simple, and it turned out that the Powerplug just sort of sits in a slot at the end of the Case - for some reason was moving just enough to make it impossible to get the Powerplug and socket to align. So I went back in and put a dab of Loctite on the Powerplug's board and slid the Pack in. I made contact to hold everything aligned.

Once that was cured, checked, and put back together, I then found that the Case needed a little more 'finessing' with the Dremel to allow the pack with-shrink-wrap to insert easily, without binding at the edges of the opening.

That was it. Making a second pack was easier; all I had to do to make the second pack was to Goop another Powerplug and Chargesocket to its ends, then slide it in place to cure. This can be done without disassembling the radio back, once the batterybox has been modified. (I was careful to do it with some shrink-wrap around the pack so that it would still align after the pack was shrink-wrapped.) After that cured, I Gooped in the Chargesocket and used the same trick with the charge plug inserted through the access door. Charging the pack is still done with the TX's wall charger or with a fast charger. (Keep the charge amps under 1 amp to prevent the pack from cooking!) What do you do with the empty Pack case? Keep 'em with all the other stuff you might need some day!

This modification sounds a little complicated, but actually it is very simple to fabricate and complete. The original packs still work just fine, so the modification allows for new larger pack or the stock packs. The interesting thought is about the future... Chances are better that a higher capacity pack will be in the 'A' diameter cells, Ni-Cad or NiMH's!

If you have any detail questions, feel free to contact me via my e-mail at <GordySoar@AOL.com>. My 1999 Travels have covered some interesting miles, locations, products and people, and 2000 promises to be just as interesting. My next trip is to Maryland to FMA for a review of the new FMA 'bouncy' foam foil flying wing, the Razor. The FMA Razor 'series' consists of electric and slope versions. It's so pre-fab that it ... Well, that's for the article.

Welcome to the future! And thanks for reading my articles and for the hospitality when I visited your flying sites!

---

ELMIRA AEROTOW 2000

June 7-10, 2000
HELD IN ELMIRA, NY

SOARING CAPITAL OF THE U.S.
HOSTED BY: HARRIS HILL L/D R/C
co-sponsored by:
The National Soaring Museum
The Harris Hill Soaring Corp.
Chemung County, NY
Eastern Soaring League

Four days of soaring at the cradle of soaring in America

Taking scale into the new century, we promise another friendly, well attended aerotow for the summer of the year 2000. As last year, we will be given exclusive use of the Harris Hill Soaring Corporation's airfield on Wednesday through Friday, 7-9th. Weds. will be open flying (aerotow or slope) for early arrivals. Thursday will be the start of the official event with radio impound. The field will be shared with full scale sailplanes on Saturday. Factory and international demo flying are scheduled for Saturday afternoon. Sunday is a travel day, and no flying is scheduled.

This year we expect to see some excellent pilots from Europe attending, including 1999 Akro Cup winners. National and international vendors will be showing their wares. The emphasis will be on fun and aerotowing, as well as some fantastic slope soaring if conditions dictate. Tow planes and experienced pilots will be there to tow your altitude. We will be blocking out channels 17-25-26-29-57 for tug use this year. Bring a scale sailplane with nose release and join us at historic Harris Hill. On Friday evening there will be a Banquet at the Harris Hill Youth Camp adjacent to the flying field. Guest speakers to be announced. More exciting plans are in the works. Watch for further developments as they become available. Current AMA or MAAC membership is required. There will be a $25.00 pilot registration fee ($20.00 in advance, check payable to H H L/D by April 15th). Bring the family and enjoy a few extra days in the NY State wine country, or visit the National Soaring Museum, or the Glenn Curtis Museum.

For details & information (including shipping your sailplane to Elmira) contact:
John Derstine 570-596-4392
e-mail: johners@postoffice.pid.net
RFD#3 Box 336, Gillett PA 16925

Online Registration & Updates http://www.Geocities.com/-scalesoar
Recommended Radio Set-Up
For Large Size Open Class R/C
Scale Gliders
by Joe En-Huei
Lawrenceville, New Jersey

Introduction

Large size, open class R/C scale gliders (1/3 to 1/4) have become much more popular after the recent takeoff of the aerotowing movement in the USA. Why? Because aerotowing is the safest way to lift big gliders to altitude for flat field, thermal soaring. These big, scale gliders are extremely efficient and enjoyable to fly; in fact, it is quite easy for the pilots to become addicted. Here are a few examples of ARF’s available on the market: Nimbus-2, 3, 4 and 4D, ASW-22, ASH-25, SB-10, etc.

These gliders often have wing span ranging from about 6 to 10 meters (with an aspect ratio between 30 and 40 and relatively thin airfoil), designed for the highest level of soaring efficiency. The long wings are therefore often quite flexible in flight, especially during speed runs and on tow, which might buckle the trailing edge control surfaces if there is one break between aileron and flap.

A mid-flap added between aileron and flap becomes desirable in the design for some long wings. In addition, perhaps the efficiency of long wings can be enhanced if the mid-flap functions as a transitional control surface. Another benefit of a mid-flap (with a separate servo) is to relieve the heavy loading on the flap servo when the flap and mid-flap are lowered in unison to slow down the plane. The concept of adding a mid-flap to the long wings of R/C planes comes from full size sailplanes.

Radio Set-up

About 2 years ago, I bought a 6.75 meters...
Test Flight with Mid-Flap Set-up
I have been flying the 1/3 Nimbus-2 for about 6 months with the fore-mentioned radio set-up. The plane is no doubt one of the highest performance R/C gliders in existence with proven ability to thermal well in light lift. I often dial the flaps and mid-flap down about 10 and 5 degrees, respectively, to slow down the plane during thermal searching and during circling in thermals. The roll controls are still effective during low speed flight with little tendency to slip/skid in turns. Due to its super high glide ratio, the plane covers a lot of distance with little loss of energy. The 1/3 Nimbus-2 is very stable in strong wind condition due to tremendous energy it carries.

Conclusion
With a mid-flap as a transitional control surface, a 1/3 Nimbus-2 flew wonderfully up to my expectation. Of course, the radio system can be set up differently to suit the pilot's preference. The feedback from Dan Troxell is greatly appreciated for the successful test flights of the 1/3 Nimbus-2. I hope that this article could be of use to pilots of R/C sailplanes.

---

2000 MONTAGUE CROSS COUNTRY CHALLENGE

Location - Siskiyou County Airport, Montague, CA
Date - June 9th - Practice and LSF Task Days
        June 10th & 11th - Contest Days
Time - Pilots meeting at 9am, flying begins at 10am
Task - Saturday - Free Distance within a prescribed course
        Sunday - Speed Task, 2 hour minimum, 3 hour maximum
Classes - Open, Electric, Sailair
Rules - All sailplane pilots must be AMA members. The team will decide who and how long each pilot flies the sailplane. Sailplanes must be winch launched. There will be unlimited attempts allowed, no relaunching on course. Each sailplane must be identified with the last 3 numbers of the team captain's AMA number. The numbers must be 3" high and placed both sides of the vertical fin.
Prizes - Plaques will be given to 3 members of the top 3 finishing teams in each class.
Entering - Entry fee is $65 per team, each team will receive 3 event T-Shirts, and 3 tickets to a Saturday night BBQ. All entries must be received by May 9th, 2000. There will be a limit of 20 teams, so don't delay.
Lodging - Camping is available on-site, no services available. Motels are available in Yreka, approximately 12 miles away.
Info - For additional info please call Dean, Scott, or Randy at (541)899-8215 days, or Dean (541)859-7034 evenings, or e-mail us at dgair@edsnet.net
Miss Manners
Visits Davis Field
By Dr. Richard C. Williamson
Sudbury, Massachusetts

(Our club had some discussion concerning "guidelines" and realized that a lot of flyers, especially relatively new ones, don't really understand the unwritten rules. To help the situation, I wrote up the following for our club, Charles River Radio Controllers, newsletter.)

One Sunday morning, a car pulled into the parking lot at Davis Field and a very nice woman got out. After watching several sailplanes spiraling upward in a thermal, she walked over to one of the CRRC members and asked, "I was just driving by and noticed those beautiful planes up in the sky. How do you get them up there?"

"We use these electrically powered winches to tow the planes up and then we fly around looking for rising air currents."

"Does each flyer have his own winch?"

"No. One or two people bring their own winches and these other things we call retrievers. We all share the use of these pieces of equipment. We all pitch in to help the owners set up the units and pack them away at the end of the day."

Then she noted, "I see a lot of planes in the air at the same time and a bunch of pilots holding those little boxes with all of the switches and levers. How do you know that you are controlling the right plane?"

"Each of those boxes (we call them transmitters) sends out a radio signal on a particular channel. Everyone is waiting to see that only one flyer is on a particular channel at any time. To do this, we have that frequency board over there that has all of those numbers running up the sides. These are the channel numbers. Before a pilot turns on his transmitter, he goes over to the board and checks to see if anyone is using his channel. Each transmitter has associated with it a thing we call a pin, which is a closepin that has a tag attached indicating the flyer's name and his channel number. A flyer dips his pin on the board over the channel number before he turns on his transmitter. If he finds that someone else has already dipped a pin over that channel number, he knows there is a potential problem. First of all, he must not turn on his transmitter or he could cause someone else's plane to crash. What he should do is talk to the other person and arrange to take turns on that channel. When two or more pilots are on the same channel, the pilot who is flying must turn off his transmitter right after landing, take down his pin, and inform the other pilots that the channel is free. That way everyone can get in the most flying time."

"Gee, I find this intricate dance rather fascinating," noted the woman. "It seems that in every social situation, people evolve a set of unwritten rules that help everyone to better enjoy the experience. How do you know when it is your turn to launch?"

"Well first of all, we need to make certain that our channel is free. Then we look around to see if others are waiting to launch. There is usually some sort of informal queue of flyers waiting to launch so we inquire around us to see if anyone is waiting. Sometimes, we place our planes in a queue behind the winch, if the winches are quite busy. When we use a winch without a retriever or use a high start, we have to walk down the field to retrieve the parachute end of the towline. In that case, the person who walked down to get the tow line usually has next priority."

"I notice that when you use that retriever, someone is sitting there ready to turn it on whenever a pilot is ready to launch on the winch. Why can't you retrieve that towline at just any time? Why does there seem to be such a hurry to get the tow line in right after a launch?"

"Just after we release from tow, there is a lot of tow ling and retriever line floating in the air. If we wait too long to retrieve, the lines will drape all over the field and often get tangled with planes, people, or equipment. The potential problems are worse if the planes are being launched in a strong wind. By retrieving the towline as soon as possible after release from launch, we minimize such problems. That's why the person launching always has someone lined up to run the retriever."

She looked a little worried. "Those planes fly pretty fast. How do you keep from hitting someone with a plane?"

"Avoiding a collision starts right at the launch. We make certain that no one is standing near the winch line down field because an errant plane can veer off rather suddenly on launch. At the same time, we don't stand near the winch lines when flying. After we launch, we move away from the winch and walk some distance down field, far to one side or the other of the winch lines, so that we don't interfere with the next person to launch. Also, we want to put ourselves in position to land the plane far away from the winches, the winch lines and all of those people and planes sitting behind the winches. Landing on the winch lines just as some one is launching is a good way to destroy two planes at once!"

"I notice that those sailplanes go up rather fast when towed by the winch. How do you keep from hitting another plane in the air?"

"If another plane is flying over the winch lines, we wait until the plane is out of the way. If we are flying, we pay attention to whether someone is ready to launch and then keep the plane away from the area of the winch lines. In any case, we shout out "Launching!" to warn everyone just before we launch."

Looking off to the side, the woman said, "I noticed that some people are using that stretchy thing to tow their planes into the air. But it is set up off to one side. Why is that?"

"That stretchy thing is a high start. We worry that the towline on the high start may get tangled with the lines of one of the winches. When that happens, a terrible
rat's nest occurs. By setting up the high start off to one side and trying to put it on the downwind side of the field, we can best avoid these tangles.

"Look at that plane over there. It seems to be going up without being attached to a towline. In fact, it looks like it has a propeller on the front. What kind of a plane is that? It doesn't seem to make much noise."

"That is an electrically powered plane. It doesn't need a tow to get it into the air. Because electrically powered planes are relatively quiet, we can fly them at this field, but we discourage people from flying the noisier gas-powered planes because they can disturb people in the neighboring houses or those taking a walk in the conservation areas which adjoin the field. We especially try to keep all of our planes, including sailplanes, away from the house which is just across from the field on the north side of the road."

"Don't you have to worry about the electrically powered planes interfering with all of those tow lines, and with the sailplanes?"

"Yes, we do. To avoid problems, people who fly electrically-powered planes move off to the east side of the field right next to that tall grass and take off from there. Do you see how the hill slopes down to the east? By taking off over that tall-grass area to the east, the electrically powered planes avoid conflict with the sailplanes. The electric planes also land away from the winches and the winch lines, just like the sailplanes. The only problem we have is when some landing targets for the sailplanes (We call these tapes.) are set up down field along the grass. In that case, the electric and sailplane flyers have to carefully coordinate their flights so no one gets hit."

As her eyes swept over the field and the wooded areas nearby, she sighed, "It must be very nice to have this beautiful and convenient field all to yourselves for flying your planes."

"This is indeed a wonderful place to pursue our hobby. We do have the field pretty much to ourselves during the summer, and on those few days when it is decent to fly in the winter. However, the Sudbury Park and Recreation folks manage this area so it is open for use by anyone. During the spring and fall, the Sudbury soccer program uses the field and they have priority over anyone else. Also, we don't want to hit any kids with our planes, so we don't fly when soccer players are around."

Glancing at some of the flyers engaged in conversation, she noted, "Many of you seem to know each other rather well. Do you all belong to some kind of club?"

"Many of us belong to the Charles River Radio Controllers club which has arranged a permit with the town of Sudbury to fly here when there is no soccer activity. All of the members of our club belong to Academy of Model Aeronautics which provides insurance coverage for club members should an injury or property damage occur. We do not have exclusive use of the field. Anyone can fly here."

"Do you have any formal set of written rules and a field marshal to enforce the rules?"

"Nah. We just come here to have fun and fly. We don't need any rules."

She responded, "Well, it seems to me that you may not have rules, but you do have some well thought-out guidelines which everyone seems to understand and which make flying more enjoyable all around. This hobby of yours is fascinating. I will have to come back again and watch you fly, and do your special social dance." With that, she strolled to her car and left.
Better get started now!

Real pilots go places!!

Montague Cross Country Challenge - June 2000

LISTEN PAL, EVERYBODY'S GOT ONE 'CEPT YOU! NOW, FOR JUST A VERY SMALL DOWN PAYMENT, I CAN PUT THE "ZIPPO" BACK IN YOUR GLIDING CAREER!

SOLAR LAUNCH
PUT THE "POWER" BACK INTO YOUR "WIMPY" Launches!

ZIKA
SCHEDULE OF SPECIAL EVENTS

February 4-6
Southwest Classic
Queen Creek, AZ
http://www.public.asu.edu/~varsanto/casli/

February 11-15
Pensacola 2000
Pensacola, FL
Asher Carmichael, (334) 626-9141
Asher@8580@aol.com
Rusty Rood, (850) 453-3743, fishon@aol.com

May 5-7
Texas National Tournament
Dallas, TX
Jay Schultz, jkschultz@uno.com
Henry Bosick, (972) 529-8337

May 19-21
Midwest Slope Challenge
Lake Wilson, KS
Loren Bândil, (402) 467-4705
mwoes@siletel.net

June 7-10
Elmira Scale Aerotow 2000
Elmira, NY
John Desline, (518) 996-4932
john.desline@csn.net
http://www.geocities.com/scalsesca

July 9-11
Montague Cross Country Challenge
Montague, CA
3rd Annual Practice June 9th
DG Airports, Inc. dgsair@dgairports.net
(518) 899-8215

June 23-25
MSSC 2000
Louisville, KY
Ed Wilson, (502) 239-3150
edwilson@bellsouth.net

June 24-25
Spring Fling 2000
Sacramento, CA
Dudley Dufore, (916) 483-1266
swsvs.org

August 3-6
International Electric Flight Festival
San Diego, CA
Ron Schark, (858) 454-1900
Schark@aol.com

August 6-12
F5 World Championships
San Diego, CA
Ron Schark, (858) 454-1900
Schark@aol.com

August 26-27
Washington Scale Aerotow Fun Fly
Yakima, WA
Gene Cope, (509) 457-5017, cope@isp.com
Frank Smith, (509) 924-8441

For detailed information on events outside of the U.S.A., please view www.sailplanes.com event schedule.

For Sale - Personal

1/4 Roedel Super Cub (towplane), 2,687 motor span, wing profile Clark Y mod. (suitable motors are 160 T, 300 T, OS BCG/1- Erison 3.2 or similar), N.D.: $385.00. Contact Robin Leeman, 63 E. 82nd St., New York, NY 10028, (212) 879-1634.

PC-Soar Version 3.7 Sailplane Performance Evaluation Program with Artfoil and Sailplane Library expanded to 60 models including Chrysa- lon, Atlan, Genesis, Peregrine, Probe, Thermal Eagle, and Spectrum. Artfoil library includes 322 polarss with 56 IIUIX polarss. PC-Soar with Libra- ries of Sailplanes and Artfoils Plus a new example program for the sailplane. This tool is designed for use in planning flights.

PARACHUTES: $10. Dale King 1111 Highridge Drive, Wylie, TX 75098. (214) 475-8093.


CUSTOM DESIGNED, FIBERGLASS FUSELAGES FOR THE SCRATCH BUILDER

Dear Scratch Builder,

Many of you have asked for fuselages that we have not been in a position to provide, as many of you know, untill now. But, we've been at least, for a limited time.

The thermal/slope, epoxy fiberglass fuselages shown below, are the first of our Viking line, and include suggested specifications (wing span/artfoil/radio channels). We will not carry an inventory, but rather custom make each fuselage as the orders are received. We want to do things the right way, so delivery time varies, and can take up to a month or longer, depending on what you want.

(Jer)

Thermal or Slope

Epoxy fiberglass fuselages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>S&amp;H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aresus III (60'/NACA 630010/3)</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43&quot; fuse, plans</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condor 3m (bolt-on wing mount/upto 10&quot; chord)</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 1/4&quot;, nose cone</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contestant (148/IE055/3-4/10.5&quot; chord)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 fuse, canopy, tamiya</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ell 2m (bolt-on wing mount/upto 10&quot; chord)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 1/8&quot;, nose cone</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonata (161/STS/As Req./10.5&quot; chord)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 fuse, canopy</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven 3m (1199/Mod. E193/As Req./10.5&quot; chord)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 fuse, plans</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiletto II (10-16&quot;/Any As Req./10.5 max. chord/bolt on wing)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiletto SC-15 (100-136&quot;/RC-15/As Req./plug in wing)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 fuse, plans</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiletto-S/S-501 (100-136&quot;/S-501/As Req./9.5&quot; chord/plug in wing)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 fuse</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiletto 373 (100-136&quot;/S-373/As Req./9.5&quot; chord/plug in wing)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 fuse</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiletto QS-5 (111&quot;/Mod. E291/As Req./9.5&quot; chord/plug in wing)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 fuse</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen (100&quot;/None/Var.)</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 fuse, tamiya</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 fuse, hatcher</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All fuselages are Kevlar reinforced.
R/C Soaring Digest

R/C Soaring Digest

The contacts have volunteered to answer questions on soaring sites or costs in their area.

Iowa - Eastern Iowa Soaring Society (241, I.A. IN, KE, NE, WI), Ed Harris (contact), 200 NW 84th Ave, Ankeny, IA 50021, (515) 965-9142, edharris@mooredata.com, [http://www.eisaudio.com]

Kansas - Kansas Soaring Association, Pat McClellan (Contact), 1121 Nantucket, Wichita, KS 67212, (316) 721-5847
Kansas - Aviation, Jim Frickey, (913) 585-3714
Kentucky - Bluegrass Soaring Association, Frank Foster (President), 649▶631 ▶620 ▶621, (502) 268-6603, kentuckysoaring.org, [http://www.ksa.org]
Kentucky - Louisville Area Soaring Association, Ed Wilborn (Contact), 3083 Supreme Dr, Louisville, KY 40291, (502) 259-3190 (e-mail), ewilborn1@bellsouth.net
Louisiana - Capital of Louisiana Soaring Association (CLASA), Donna Broussard (Secretary), 330 Judson Ave, Baton Rouge, LA 70808, (225) 774-2800 [http://www.ksa.org]
Maine - Down East Soaring Club (New England area), [James@blazeheltem.com]
Maryland - Baltimore Area Soaring Association, Erich Wolf, 524 North Main St, Stewarts, PA 17337, (717) 493-9350
Maryland & Northern Virginia - Capital Area Soaring Association (MD, DC & Northern VA), Chris Boswe, 1200 Camp Drive, Rockville MD 20856, (301) 241-5013
Massachusetts - Charles River Radio Controllers, Dick Williamson (past president), 21 Pendleton Road, Sudbury, MA 07176, (705) 253-7754, wilmarton@comcast.net, [http://www.charlesriverrc.com]
Michigan - Greater Detroit Soaring & Hiking Society, Greg Nilsen (Sec), 260 Rosario Ln, White Lake, MI 48386-3549, (734) 968-9723, GNSWings34@aol.com
Minnesota - Soaring Association of Minnesota (SAM), [http://www.samsoaring.org]
Mississippi - Mississippi Soaring Association (MS SA), Peter George, 2127 Arlington St, St. Louis, MO 63118, (314) 664-6613, Mark Nankivil, [http://www.mississippisoaring.org]
Missouri - F.P.P. Soarers, Steve Landau (contact), 19347 Old Patoka Rd, Collinwood, IL 62826, (573) 510-4828
Missouri - Lincoln Area Soaring Association (Wilson SoarKreos), Jim Baker, 920 Eldon Dr, Lincoln, NE 68503, (402) 530-5686, Jim@windsoarer.com, [http://www.windsoarer.com]
Missouri - Sonne Sonne Soaring Club, Gary & Sandy (Sonne Sonne) (Contact), (805) 426-2570, gary@sonnesonne.com, [http://www.sonneande.com]
Missouri - Southern Illinois Soaring Association (SISA), [http://www.sisa.org]
Missouri - Springfield Area Soaring Association (Springfield Area R.C. Soaring Association), Jim Tann (Contact), 1810 Cinnamon, Springfield, MO 65803, (417) 882-1234, [http://www.sasango.com]
Missouri - Northwest Missouri Soaring Association, John Miller, 1900 N. Indiana Ave, Carthage, MO 64836, (417) 682-2592

North Carolina - Carolina Soaring & Air Touring, Wayne Parrish, (919) 865-7051
Northwest Soaring Society (Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Alaska, British Columbia, Alberta), Sandie Pugh (Editor NWSS Eagle), 1115 SW 33rd St, Federal Way, WA 98023, e-mail: parrotzfluv@comcast.net, (253) 284-4728, (206) 453-5414
Ohio - Western Soaring Association, Jerry Bissell, 73077 Main St, Stow, OH 44224, e-mail: js@westeo.com
Ohio - Midwest Ohio Soaring Society (MOSS), Hugh Rogers, 88 Kneest Ct, Columbus, OH 43220, (614) 515-5189, e-mail: tom@sheila.net
Ohio, Kentucky & Indiana - Ohio Valley Soaring Series, Mike Miller (Contact), 10109 S. 10th Ave, West Lafayette, IN 47906, [http://www.ohiovalleysoaring.net]
Oregon - Bay Area R/C Flyers, Mike Shaw, (541) 248-2022
Oregon - Portland Area Soaring Society (PASS), Pat Chevigny (Secretary), 16766 NW Yorktown Dr, Beaverton, OR 97006, (503) 645-0323, e-mail: passoverfly@comcast.net
Oregon - Salem Soaring Society, Al Snydersmark, (503) 585-0461, [http://home.att.net/~assyse/]
Oregon - Southern Oregon Soaring Society, Julie Miller, 4345 S Pacific Hwy, TRL 46, Medford, OR 97501, e-mail, juliemiller@swbell.net
Tennessee - Memphis Area Soaring Association, Bob Bowder, 1610 Sauble Glen Cove, Cordova, TN 38018, (901) 751-7252, FAX (901) 758-1842
Tennessee - Tullahoma Southern Middle Area, Coffee Airsuirers, Herk Beckstok, (631) Ingleswood Cir, Tullahoma, TN 37388, (931) 445-1836, [herk@becksairt.com]
Tennessee - Tennessee Soaring Union of Nashville, Terry Silverman, PO Box 17946, Nashville, TN 37217-0446, (615) 599-3906
Texas - aerotowing, Dallas area, Andrew Jamieson, 9426 Hillview, Dallas, TX 75214, (214) 340-9548, e-mail: ajamieson@msn.com, Larry Sengbach, (972) 291-8480
Utah - Intermountain Silent Flyers, Tom Hoopes, (801) 571-3702 (evey), "Come Fly With Us"
Vermont - Steve Savio, 996 Gage St, Bennington, VT 05201, (802) 447-2542, [http://www.vtsoaring.com]
Virginia - Blue Ridge Area Soaring Society (Central Virginia - Wynewboro), Tom Breski, (540) 943-3354, [tcb@nrcia.net]
Virginia - Virginia Model Soaring Association, Hezekiah Stokely, (757) 428-8064, herkstok@comcast.net
Virginia Appalachian Soaring Association, Virginia's Southside (Huntsville area), Greg Finney, 106 Oakcrest Circle #8, Bristol, VA 24201, (540) 685-5772, e-mail: gfinney5772@gmail.com
West Virginia & Pennsylvania - Tri-State Soaring, Chad Vignolli, 2784 Mill St, Aliquippa, PA 15001, (304) 858-1876, Vignolli@2784millst.com, Wind@2784millst.com

T.W.I.T.T. (The Wing Is The Thing)

T.W.I.T.T. is a non-profit organization whose membership seeks to promote the research and development of flying wings and other tailless aircraft by providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences on an international basis. T.W.I.T.T. is affiliated with The Hangar Flyer, which is dedicated to furthering education and research in a variety of disciplines. Full information package including one back issue of newsletter is $2.50. Subscription rates are $25.00 (US) or $25.00 (Foreign) per year for 12 issues.

T.W.I.T.T., P.O. Box 20430
El Cajon, CA 92021
Outside U.S.A.

Australia - Southern Soaring League, Inc., Mike O'Keery, Mett Flight, 12 Maple Ave, Keswick SA 5035, Australia. Phone: 08-8-923-3671, FAX: 08-8-231-3424, Mobile: 08-8-231-3424.

Canada - Calgary R/C Soaring Society (Alberta), thermal duration & elope soaring, Chris Gregg (Pres.), 403-226-0621, cgregg@caldivision.com, Eric Soder (Sec.), 403-289-8840, rccs@caldivision.com, caldivision.com.

Canada - Montreal Area - CAVM Glider Club, Jacques Blais (President), 514-444-5555, ext. 514-652-6102.

Canada - Greater Toronto Area Thermo Soars (CTATS), Flett Field Soaring & Aerobatics, Gerry Knight, (613) 734-7415 or Don Smith (613) 734-7415.

Canada - MAAC Men Gliding Club, Jim Holland, 166 Verona Dr, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2P 2B8, (204) 467-1297.

Canada - Southern Ontario Glider Group, Wing Programme, dedicated instructors, Fred Freeman, (662) 229-9000, or Bill Woodward, (613) 463-4252.


England (southwest) - Sean Wallbank, Woolcombe Hays, Melbury Bubb, Dorchester, Dorset, DT20 3JL, phone 01395-83516.

Hong Kong - Robert Yu, 101 Robinson Road, 5th Floor, Hong Kong, (852) 252-20835, FAX: 852-252-20835, yaur@asiasolinet.com.

Japan - Dr. Paul "Skypilot" Clark, 2-35 Sukueko Cho, Hirakata Shi 573, Osaka, Japan, Japan: 072-710-4194, <pclar@atlantic.net> <pclar@skypilot.com> http://www.r3 slu wesargn.net</ID> - pclar@skypilot.com


RCS Index/Database
Available from: <http://www.aerienet.net/ - atkinson@sumo.com. Cr send 3.5 high density disks & SASE with stamps for 2 oz. Lee Murray, 1300 Bay Ridge Rd., Appleton, Wl 54915, (920) 731-4848 after 5:00 pm weekdays or on weekends. lee@sumo.com>

Reference Material
Summary of Low-Speed Airfoil Data. Volume 3 is a collection of two volumes in one book. Michael Selig, and his students couldn't complete the book on series 3 before series 4 was well along, so decided to combine the two series in a single volume of 444 pages. This issue contains much that is new and interesting. The wind tunnel has been improved significantly and pitching moment measurement was added to its capabilities. 37 airfoils were tested. Many had multiple tests with flaps or turbulences of various configurations. All now have the tested pitching moment data included. Volume 3 is available for $10. Shipping in the USA add $6 for the postage and handling costs. The international return charges are $8 for surface mail to anywhere, air mail to Europe $20, Asia/Africa $25, and the Pacific Rim $30. Volumes 1 (1966) and 2 (1992) are also available, which are complete containing the tabulated data from each test series. For more information contact: SoarTech, Herb Stokely, 1504 N. Horseshoe Circle, Virginia Beach, VA 23451 U.S.A., phone (757) 428-8071, e-mail: cherkstok@hotmail.com.

"Ultimate Scale Soaring" video taken at the 1998 Northeast Aerotowing Fly-in, New York, U.S.A. - international flyers & interviews. From Germany: The Akro Cup and The Scale King of the UK. Check or money order, $24.95 plus $3.20 S&H (U.S.), payable to John Denver, RD #3 Box 336, Gillette, WY 82716, (507) 368-4339. johnmichalski@postoffice.pvt.net.

Ski foreign $6 Canada, $8 Europe, $10 Asia/Africa, $12 Pacific Rim, 5 1/2" format, NTSC standard. PAL format $40 and shipping.


Seminars & Workshops
Free instruction for beginners on construction & flight techniques (weather permitting). "AJ" Angela, South Bay Soaring Society (San Jose area), (415) 221-8583.

BDS/Internet
Internet soaring mailing listserv linking hundreds of soaring pilots worldwide. Send msg. containing the word "subscribe" to soaring-request@irage.com. The digested version that combines all msg. each day is also recommended for dial-up users on the Internet. AOL, CIS, etc. Subscribe using soaring-request@irage.com. Post msg. to soaring@irage.com. For more info., contact Michael Lachowski at mikel@irage.com.

SOARING IS FUN!

Soaring from the past into the future! The VSA is dedicated to the preservation and flying of vintage and classic sailplanes. Members include modelers, historians, collectors, soaring veterans, and enthusiasts from around the world. Vintage sailplane meets are held each year. The VSA publishes the quarterly BUNGEE CORD newsletter. Sample issues are $2.00. Membership is $15 per year. For more information, write to:

The Vintage Sailplane Association
13312 Scotsmore Way
Herndon, VA 22071 USA

The Eastern Soaring League (ESL) is a confederation of Soaring Clubs, spread across the mid Atlantic and New England areas, committed to high-quality R/C Soaring competition.

AMA Sanctioned soaring competitions provide the basis for ESL contests. Further guidelines are continuously developed and applied in a drive to achieve the highest quality competitions possible.

Typical ESL competition weekends feature 7, or more, rounds per day with separate contests on Saturday and Sunday. Year-end champions are crowned in a two-class pilot skill structure providing competition opportunities for a large spectrum of pilots. Additionally, the ESL offers a Rookie Of The Year program for introduction of new flyers to the joys of R/C Soaring competition.

Continuing with the 20+ year tradition of extremely enjoyable flying, the 1999 season will include 14 weekend competitions in HLG, 2-M, F3J, F3B, and Unlimited soaring events. Come on out and try the ESL, make some new friends and enjoy camaraderie that can only be found amongst R/C Soaring enthusiasts.

ESL Web Site: http://www.eclipse.net/~mikel/esl/esl.htm
ESL President (99-00): Tom Kiesling (314) 255-7418 or kiesling@etc.com
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Dave's Aircraft Works

**NEW! D.A.W. KILLER FOAMIE WARBIRDS!**

**Foam51D**
- Span: 48”
- Length: 35”
- Area: 453”
- 31” - 33 oz.
- S3016
- 2 - 4 ch.

**THE ULTIMATE SLOPE COMBAT MACHINES!**
You can have it all... looks, durability and performance; all in one airplane! Designed from the ground up with full-contact combat in mind, you will find these simple to construct slope killers the most satisfying warbirds you've ever owned. Wings and fuselage are constructed of the latest technology, combat proven EPP super-foam with Coroplast tail group. Designed to be covered with iron-on film covers! Kits include airframe components, all wood materials, basic hardware and illustrated instruction manual. $59.95 ea. + $5.00 shipping in cont. U.S. (CA res. add 7.75% tax).

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
We continue to offer our original wood kits! These are also suitable for Speed 400 electric conversion.
- P31D- 34” W.S.
- T152- 34” W.S.
- P40- 31” W.S.
- Hurricane 31” W.S.
- Me109- 30” W.S.
- K161- 36” W.S.

Complete kits $33.95 + 7.00 s/h in cont. U.S. (CA res. add 7.75% tax). Send $100 for complete catalog. See our reviews in July '96 Model Builder and QP 21!

Dave's Aircraft Works
34455 Camino El Molino, Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
(949) 287-2572 or Email: daw1@acesnet1.net
http://www.davesaircraftworks.com

---

**Advertiser Index**
- Aerospace Composite Products
- Anderson, Chuck
- B-Streamlines
- Buzz Waltz: R/C Designs
- Cyvazos Sailplane Design
- Composite Structures Technology
- Dave's Aircraft Works
- Eastern Soaring League (ESL)
- Gervais, Mark (EPP foam)
- Hobby Club
- International Soaring Assosciation
- League of Silent Flight
- MAD Aircraft Design
- Major Hobby
- Maple Leaf Design
- MM Glider Tech
- R/C Soaring Digest
- RNR Products
- Sailplane Homebuilders Assostiation
- Sailplanes Unlimited, Ltd.
- Sanders, Eric (Compufoil)
- Sliders International
- SoarTech
- Squadron X
- T.W.I.T.
- Viking Models, U.S.A.
- Viking Models, U.S.A.
- Vintage Sailplane Association
- Events
- Elmira 2000 - New York
- Montague Cross Country Challenge
- Montague Cross Country Challenge
- Pensacola 2000 - Florida

---

**Windows Plotting Programs**

**Airfoil Plot 8 $35**

Model Design 8 $50

Airfoil Plot and Model Design are now available for Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT. Features include the ability to use airfoils downloaded from Michael Seig's airfoil database, export airfoils to DFX format for use with CAD programs, and plot airfoil templates for cutting foam cores upright or inverted. Nothing else to buy! Over 400 airfoils plus NACA and Guebeck airfoil generators are included. Airfoil Plot 7 and Model Design 7 are still available for MSDOS and Windows 3.1 users. Shipping $5. Send #10 envelope with 55 cents postage for demo disk.

Chuck Anderson, P.O. Box 365, Tullahoma, TN, 37388 Phone 931-455-6430

---

**CompuFoil 98**

**For Windows**

Multi-panel auto-rib generation, full platform support, D-Tubes, T.E. stock, L.E. round stock, trailing edge building tools, greatly enhanced spar options, more modification tools, etc. Price: $35-$515 depending on modular purchase options. Registered original Compufoil for Windows users upgrade for $55. Incremental updates always free.

Download the trial version, free utilities, or foam cutting tools from www.compufoil.com or email eric@compufoil.com

Eric Sanders
7825 Whiffen Dr.
Brighton, MI 48116
Phone/Fax: 810-225-1165 (8pm-2am EST)
Email: eric@compufoil.com

---

**Subscription Costs**
- USA: $30 First Class
- Canada, Mexico: $30 Air
- Europe: $45 Air
- Asia/Pacific/Middle East: $52 Air

**Back Issue Cost**
All back issues are available for the current year. All are mailed via first class or air mail.
- U.S.A.: $6.50 Per Issue
- United Kingdom/Europe: $3.75 Per Issue
- Asia/Africa/Middle East: $4.35 Per Issue

Please return to R/C Soaring Digest,
P.O. Box 2108, Wylie, TX 75098-2108

---

**Please be sure to tell our advertisers you found them through RCSD!**

---

**Switchblade**

**S400RACE**

Kit Price: $109.95

Shipping & Handling: $8.00

California Sales Tax 7.75%

(800) 485-0674

---

**ZIKA**

**Advertising Note**
Please note that the cut-off date for classified & display ads is the 15th of the month.
IN STOCK

Krause
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Discus H02.5/12 156" (4m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Saito H05/14 179" (4.55m)

Roedelmodell
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASK 21 E893 160" (4.2m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASK 15 E972 155" (4.2m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Fox RC11 149" (3.77m)

Pribec
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASW 27 H02.5/12 196" (5m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASK 19 E203-201-193 200" (5.03m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) K66 E207-208-205 196" (5m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASW 19 Ritz 3 mod. 212" (5.4m)

Schueler & Fleckstein
\( \frac{1}{4} \) all glass ASW 24 E203 196" (5m)

Bruckmann
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Saito Ritz 2 176-203" (4.5-5.2m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASK 18 E203 165" (4.2m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Fox E374/40 660-662 183" (4.66m)

Czech these out!
All completely finished with retracts installed:
\( \frac{1}{4} \) all glass Ventus C2 H0 3/15, 13, 12, 10, 8 257" (6m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) 75 all glass ASW 27 H0 3/12 158" (4m)
And more

TOWPLANES in stock

Frisch: \( \frac{1}{4} \) Wilga 100" (2.78m)
Bruckmann: \( \frac{1}{4} \) Piper Pawnee
Roedelmodell: \( \frac{1}{4} \) Jodel Robin 60" (1.51m)

SPECIAL ORDER

Pribec
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASW 24 E203-201-193 196" (5m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) ASW 27 H02.5/15 294" (7.5m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Fox E374 183" (4.66m)

Bruckmann
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Fox 222" (5.65m)

Frisch
\( \frac{1}{4} \) Wilga 147" (3.73m)

Schueler & Fleckstein
\( \frac{1}{4} \) all glass Fox RC12 183" (4.66m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) all glass ASW 26 H05/14-10 235" (6m)
\( \frac{1}{4} \) all glass ASW 158 H05/14 255" (6m)

very realistic PILOTS from \( \frac{1}{4} \) to \( \frac{3}{4} \)

Wilga

For Price information, Scale flying news, Message board, Classified and much more...Visit our website @ http://www.sailplanes.com
Sailplanes Unlimited, Ltd. 63 East 82nd Street, NYC, NY 10028 Phone: (212) 879-1634 Fax: (212) 535-5295
The Ka6 is a classic beauty and very docile to fly. It's a favorite of modelers all over the world and consequently you are likely to see one almost anywhere. It's one of the very last all wood ships and consequently comes in all colors - this one is a very pretty yellow.

Yellow ASK 13 sports a very nice visible color scheme, which can be seen a long way off. Yellow seems to be one of the most visible colors. This very docile two-seater catches the lightest of thermals!

Arnold Höffmann, five time winner of the German scale masters for sailplanes carries in his 1:22 Breguet Choucas. One of these was ever made and it's now "lost". A two seat version was also built, but it too was lost, due to an unfortunate fire. The German scale sailplane masters is held yearly. Every inch of the airplane is measured for accuracy, and then the model has to be flown and perform a series of predetermined maneuvers. It's quite a feat to win this event once; but, five times! Arnold is a master builder!

Breguet Choucas comes in for a landing. It's a beautiful thermal ship and it can perform aerobatics, as well. Its generous wingspan (the model is 1:22 scale) lets it fly slowly and scale-like. It has a particularly striking color scheme (red and white) and is very visible when flying.

There's nothing quite like a DuDiscus! This one is well over seven meters span and is a gorgeous floater!

Frank Oesie (the guy who got the German Akro-cup going) poses with his Brückmann 1:22 Swift, which he flew in the 1999 Akro-Cup. You could hardly find a better performing and more realistic scale aerobatic sailplane. It does every maneuver in the book gracefully yet is very crisp on the controls. There were two of the giant birds flown in the Akro-Cup this year. In a practice flight I saw one do a rolling circle only fifty feet off the deck. I expected the pilot to bail out of the maneuver at any time, but no! He completed the rolling circle without losing height and with no appreciable increase of airspeed. It was quite amazing and illustrates how well these larger scale models can fly. They really do begin to duplicate the flight characteristics of the real thing. As you probably know, the Swift and Fox are at present considered the very best aerobatic sailplanes flying today. Tomorrow, who knows...

There were mostly very large sailplanes at the 1999 Rödermark event, but Artur Lissner seems to be the specialist of small sailplanes. He brought a 1:12 Minivene and the LO-100 seen here. It was most amusing to see the giant 1:3 Wilga tow up these minuscule sailplanes!